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Professor Resigns
Amid Controversy
BY JACOB KASELL

News Editor

While the administration
clearly wants to retain professors rather than scare them off,
certain conditions tend to persuade professors to leave. Cesar
Zambrano, Assistant Professor
of Chemistry, submitted his resignation to the administration
on March 31st and is currently
in the process of lodging a complaint against the administration for defamation of character.
"1 believe that my teaching
abilities have been put in doubt
and my professional image has
been tarnished," the soft-spoken Zambrano said in an interview last Monday. Zambrano,
who has been on the faculty for
a year, was guarded about the
issue as a whole and declined to
talk specifically of his course of
action or his plans for the future.
His fear was that his position
would be compromised were he

to talk too much. Zambrano
was on tenure track here and
taught as visiting professor at
the University of Missouri at
Columbia, which he still lists as
his permanent residence. He
detected no problems there, but
explained that the current situation at Trinity was frustrating
and disappointing despite his
faith in the school as a whole,
He points out that as a Hispanic, he is the only minority in
his department, although he
cannot say whether the current
situation is related to race or discrimination. He emphasizes
that it is his credibility which
he feels has been into question.
Professor of Philosophy
Maurice "Wade, who is on the
Minority Faculty Recruitment
Committee, has been in contact
with Zambrano and said that it
was clear to him that "the atmosphere and relationships with
his colleagues has gotten to the
point where it's an untenable
see HOPED on page eight
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Spring Weekend Fun...

Students enjoying themselves this past Sunday in the gorgeous weather,
surrounded by friends, alcohol, and music from De La Soul, Barenaked
Ladies, and the Violent Femmes.

MyrSie
Speak At '97 Graduation Life On Campus
BY IAN LANG

News Editor

On April 22 Trinity College
announced that this year's
Commencement speaker will
be Myrlie Evers-Williams, the
Chair of the National Board of
Directors of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People. She will also be
•receiving a Doctor of Humane
Letters honorary degree, at the
ceremony.
Evers-Williams is the widow
of Medger Evers, a field secretary of the Mississippi NAACP
who was assassinated outside
the family's home in 1963. During the next 31 years Evers-Williams worked to see her
husband's killer brought to justice before seeing him finally
convicted. Her struggle became
the subject of a movie titled, The
Ghosts oj'Mississippi.
Following her graduation
from Pomona College with a
degree in sociology, Evers-Williams went on to a successful career in advertising and

community relations. EversWilliams has served as Vice
President for Advertising and
Publicity at Seligman and Latz
Inc., and also as the National
Director for Community Affairs
and the Director of Consumer
Affairs for Atlantic Richfield.
In 1987 Evers-Williams became the first African-American women to serve as the
commissioner of the Los Angeles Board of Public Works. She
is also the author of ForUs, The
Living, published in 1967, a
book which depicts the life of
her late husband and the civil
right struggle in Mississippi
during the 1950s and 60's.
Currently, Evers-Williams is
the chair of the NAACP's National Board of Directors, a position she has held since 1995.
In addition to Evers-Williams, ten other people will be
receiving honorary degrees
from the college at this year's
commencement exercises. They
were chosen by the Trinity
Board of Trustees, and according to Trinity College President
Evan Dobelle, "represent an im-

pressive and diverse group of
extraodinarily talented and accomplished individuals."
The list includes; Douglas G.
Brinkley, Director of the
Eisenhower Center for American Studies, and Professor of
History at the University of
New Orleans, William Michael
Bulger, President of the University of Massachusetts, Chiu
Chuang-Huan, Secretary-General of Education, Taiwan, ROC,
John H. Dalton, Secretary of the
Navy, Robert E Drinan, Professor at Georgetown Law Center,
former dean, Bodton College
Law School, former member of
the U.S. House of Representatives, Luis A. Ferre, former Governor of Puerto Rico, Ellen V.
Futter, President of the American Museum of Natural History,
former President of Barnard
College, Beatrice Rosenberg,
Civic Leader and Philanthropist, Pierre Rosenberg, President-Director of the Musee du
Louvre in Paris, and William
White, Former President of the
National Baseball League, Hall
of Fame player.

B Y JEREMY ROSENBERG

News Writer

This past March there was
a report released that was
based on a number of surveys
taken from Trinity students
living on campus in the
spring of 1996. The study is
based on two parts. The topic
of the first section asks what
Trinity students do with their
time, the second is based on
the students' evaluation of
social and residential life on
campus.
The survey is broken down
into categories based on class,
gender, Greek association,
and high school background.
The.last classification as introduced because of the numerous responses that had
comments-referring to students' high school background. The report also
mentions that the members
of the freshmen class that
were filling out the survey are
different from other fresh-

men classes in that they were
the first to experience the
new First-Year Program, instituted in the Fall of 1995.
Other differences that the
survey cites is race and
ethnicity. The report says:
"Unfortunately, the small
number of minority students
in this sample preclude a full
statistical analysis."
In the first section, "How
students spend their time,"
•the survey shows that Trinity
students spend more time on
academics then on social activities. This was based on a
number of questions that
were asked the students to.average their time spent on
many academic and social
activities.
: "Students report spending
about 30: hours per week doing academic work. About 13
of those hours are spent attending classes and labs,
about 14 hours are devoted to
homework, and: the remain-.:
der of the time is spent doing
see REPORT on page seven
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Peace In The East
To The Editor,

Israel.
In the simplest of terms, The
United States, Israel, and I support the peace process between
Jews and Arabs; and we are opposed to suicide bombing innocent people in crowded
restaurants — an action for
which Palestinian terrorists
have taken responsibility. Terrorism can never be justified —
I don't care how frustrated anybody ever gets. Killing a woman
with an unborn child is a deplorable act that cannot be validated. There is also no place for
Palestinian-sponsored bombings thousands of miles away
from the conflict in places like
Latin America.
These Palestinian attacks,
death threats, and bombings of
Jewish community centers have
directly affected the life of a
friend of minejonathan Haime
'97. I think it would be best if
Mr. Haddad sat down with him
to discuss the reality of these
matters instead of attacking me
in a school newspaper.

Was a total assault on my
It's time for the annual words of wisdom from the outgoing senior Tripod editor. You
character really necessary?
won't read anything too sentimental here; no one should have to be told to go watch a
Two weeks ago I wrote a letsunrise from the Long Walk or enjoy writing that last five page paper. Instead, feast your
ter
to the editor, the first one that
brain on what I think is solid advice — the kind of stuff that comes from four years of
I have ever written in my four
learning, often the hard way.
years at Trinity. I set out my arThere was a kid in my high school class who always tried to scold me for going to a
guments in what I thought to be
small liberal arts college. "You should go to a large school," he would say, "If you go to a
a logical and evenhanded manlarge university, you can join a big fraternity and make lots of connections. Otherwise you
ner. Most people, whether or not
won't get a job when you graduate." He always followed that bit of wisdom by explaining
they agreed with my central ar- •
guments concerning Israel, bethe virtues of a "practical" major. As a creative writing major you can probably guess where
lieved that I at least stated my
I told him to put his advice.
opinions in a civilized way.
Don't ever let anyone tell you what you should do and where you should go, and when 1
On the other hand, Toufic
say anyone, I don't mean just your roommate, fraternity brother, or high school classmate,
Haddad's article last week was
I mean everyone from relatives to professors. Others are allowed to have expectations for
an ambush against me, not my
you, but it is up to you to decide where you are going and who you will be. A simple exarguments. Though I was sadample is the philosophy major who wants to go to medical school. Not everyone's life is so
dened by Mr. Haddad's resorting
cut-and-dried, and it would be naive to think so. Would it be too idealistic, though, to say
to personal attacks, my ego was
that if you don't do exactly what you know is right for you, then you will probably end up
able to withstand the barrage. I
unhappy?
could spend my time here rebutting his points, but I have alLet's face it, happy is what we're going for in life. Everyone has his or her own definition
ready done this in my article
of what happiness is, and one of the reasons we are here at Trinity is to figure that out. You
two weeks ago; and frankly, that
probably won't leave here with everything figured out, and you may never find out exactly
would be too simple.
what it is that makes you happy, but at least you willknow that you tried — and that's a
Instead, I will leave Mr.
big part of the process started here.
Haddad's response to my letter
I have no idea where that kid from my high school class is right now. He's probably still
as the ultimate evidence of
trying to meet as many people as he can. For his sake, I hope he gets around to living a life
what he and the Palestinian
before too long. As for myself, I can look back on my years at Trinity with more than a
Authority stand for. They do
Sincerely,
little satisfaction. I feel that I took advantage of every opportunity the school offered me.
not support peace in the middle
Jonathan A. Epstein '97
Sometimes some of these opportunities may have sacrificed some GPA points or a line on
east or coexisting with Jews in
a resume, but I think it's important to think of yourself before career opportunities. Everything will fall into place sooner or later.
Finally, I hope you enjoyed reading The Tripod this year as much as I enjoyed being an
editor and Editor-in-Chief. Some day when memories of Beer Pong and loud parties have
escaped my memory, I'm positive that I will always remember the unique experience of
making a newspaper every week. Here's to wishing the best for all The Tripod's readers,
and to watching a sunrise from the quad.
Monday morning saw a trashed quad and sparse
class attendance. Obviously, both were remnants of
the past weekend. Though we of course didn't
behave like angels, at least we didn't act like
UCONN.
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Shame on you
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Jhetto Birds

Why oh why must you
swoop through the 'hood.

Barenaked Ladies

"I'm full of cheese,
because that's the kind of
guy I am." Please don't
come back.

De la Soul

Shows up the headliners,
and let Trinity students
show their freestylin'.
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Spring Groove

"It's like a party in my
body." Keep you eyes and
ears open for a 100 ft.
Grinch sighting next
weekend.

POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, names will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily 'reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
•CAMPUS MAIL:
Box 702582
• E-MAIL:
tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Trippd
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lin, and struck up a new tune for
us all. I don't think he knew it,
and 1 know he didn't intend it,
but he inadvertently took my
Senior Seminar of hold, and so
left me there by the fire - thinking about a little dead German
guy who just might have figured it all out.
Anyone who has studied
Kant will tell you that he's not
the easiest of reads. (Deliberate
and gross understatement my
friends). In his Critique of Pure
Reason he attempts to summarize the state of the world, the
universe, and the very way in
which we can somehow understand our reality. As the course
started out, I was so baffled by
his writing that I was com-

f^uttin 1"

Sometimes the true wisdom to see who it was. My good
of all you're learningjust reveals friend and Trinity alum had
itself to you in the strangest of crept up out of the nearby shadways. It happened to me this ows and knelt down beside me.
weekend on a pilgrimage of His face was both contemplasorts. A year overdue, I had re- tive and concerned. When he
turned to the South to pay my asked me how I was doing, I
respects to a man named Merle, raised my beer, pointed at the
and to attend the festival in his fire, and patted my Crazy Creek
honor.
and told him that I was all good.
It was Saturday night and I His deep and silent stare in to
found myself sitting around a my eyes told me that he was
campfire in the sleepy town of asking this on a somewhat difWilksborough, North Carolina.
Away from the swiftly shrink"/ walked away from each class feeling
ing boundaries of Trinity Colas powerful as God, but yet not being
lege for the weekend, I was able
to take a step back and get a deable to explain why this just might indeed
cent sense of the closure which
be the case."
has been on the forefront of my
mind for the past few weeks,.
and the back of my mind for ferent level than was my an- pletely indifferent to the whole
way, way too long.
swer. After a brief silence, he thing. However, as the semester
There under the clear and then said something to me progressed, there were a few
starlit sky, I sat with some of my which I will never forget.
moments where I felt I might
dearest friends and talked and
He told me that he had been actually have the slightest insang with them into the wee feeling pretty blue these past kling as to what he was talking
hours. For a while I was a kid few weeks. He desperately about, (although these usually
back at Summer camp. Every- needed to get away because liv- didn't last beyond the next readthing I had was in my tent, my ing in New York was starting to ing assignment). That night, I
worries slowly drifted away get the best-of him. I'm from had it in my mind to use Kant
with the scented smoke, and my New York, and so I believe I un- himself to tell my friend the clibreath had finally returned to derstood exactly what he was che that I knew he didn't want
me in the lung-tickling, seven trying to convey. "You're envi- to hear - it's all in your mind.
second inhales which make ev- ronment shapes you," he said,
I've long felt that it's not
erything a little clearer. About "you know it, and you try and enough to say that it's all in the
the only loose end between me change it, to overcome it, but mind. You have to show how
and a diploma was my confus- you can't because it makes you this is indeed the case. In short,
ing Senior Seminar, a nasty cli- who you are."
Kant does this. He is both a tranent I had resolved to put on
Not to be too morbid, (he scendental idealist and an emtemporary hold until Monday knew he was on the same pirical realist.
morning.
'' •'•»**'*V-H
s ,', fappy-time pilgrimage as I), he
Thfs- means chat while! h'e
Out of nowhere I felt a hand stood up, gave me a wink, grants external objects of the
on my shoulder and looked over grabbed a beer and his mando- world a reality outside of us, he
says we can never know the essence of anything external.
What beckons then is where
does the reality of the world lie?
Kant says that it lies in the ideas
we have of the world itself. Everything is an appearance, in
the sense that our ideas are in
fact the reality of everything the
world has to offer.
This in no way even begins to
cover the scope of Kant's Critique, nor does it do any justice
to the magnitude of his philosophy. Kant is said to have
ANTHONY LOWENBERG
brought a "Copernican Revolu'97
tion" to Western Philosophy in
the sense that he proposed that
"Who's doing what
it was not the way we think
where now?"
which conforms to the world,
but rather the world which conforms to the way we think.
That's heavy stuff. I walked
away from each class feeling as
powerful as God, but yet not being able to explain why this just
might indeed be the case. It took
AMY SHACKELFORD '97
the midnight confession of my
friend to let me appreciate the
"The fan mail."
irony of the whole situation. 1
say with a slight smile that I bet
New York looks a little better
these days.
1 graduate in a little over a
fortnight. Believe me, I have my
own issues to deal with. As of
yet I have no job, no money, no
house other than my home.
ERNESTO ANGUILLA '99
What I do have are dreams, and
a goal, and friends and family
who are there to help make it
"Patience among the
happen. If Kant was right, then
editorial staff."
I have even more -1 have the
ability to shape the world. 1 have
it. My fireside friend has it. We
all have it. Life can't help but
look a little sweeter, when you
realize you can look at it any
way you want.

Along The long 1alk
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chess-.so what. Few
.would be -willing to say that based on this evidence Deep Blue)
is more Intelligent than any of us, Yet some still consider this I
coming chess match to be a benchmark test of intelligence.;
They seem to believe that a computer victory would he a set;
back for human intellect and devalue the importance of our 5
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WHAT WILL YOU MISS MOST
ABOUT WORKING ON THE
TRIPOm
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Maybe a human built computerdoesnot think in the same way
as the human brain has come to do so through the long process
of evolution. Nevertheless, by studying the way these machines
do intelligent things (such as play chess) we can gain insight
into the fundamentals that will characterize all thought processes.
The one thing that I hope for out of this match between man
and machine is that we come to a better realization of what
actually makes the way we think special. Human arrogance
regarding intelligence is'one that is in serious need of a reevaluation, God did not give us dominion over any or ail of the animals of this planet. Through the heautifui process of natural
selection our brains were honed to such a, level that'we eventually were able to.construct such a story. Stories are fun, until
they begin to shape the way we act. and understand ourselves.
Actually, 1 think I'll be rooting for Big Blue next week.
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What's Right
by Jamie Evans
Okay, here it is. My attempt to
be nice. My attempt to avoid
wild accusations, suspicious insinuation, and overall sarcasm.
However, this last ever editorial
of mine will not be a grandiose
endorsement of the Trinity experience. 1 don't have that sentimental nostalgic gibberish in
my nature. Yet, 1 feel the need to
give credit where credit is due.
I don't know how many of
you
were
present
a:
Hallapalooza this weekend, but
for those that were you might
have seen the accident that occurred near the end of the party.
A young man, behaving much
like the rest of us, came dangerously close to changing his life
forever. An accidental fall after
a stage dive or crowd surf resulted in him nearly causing
serious injury to himself. 1 was
there. I saw it happen. It scared
me in a way that hasleft an indelible impression on my
memory. There I was, standing
on the balcony, oblivious to the
precarious nature of our partying style. Hundreds of kids
drinking hundreds of beers
whi le jumping around in a dark
and confined space. An accident was a very real possibility,
yet it was something most of us
never even considered.
Luckily, there were people
there awaiting exactly such an
incident. It took a moment for

me to realize that this young
man was in serious trouble.
Nonetheless, almost instantaneously members of TCERT
and Campus Safety officers
were attending to the situation.
Calmly and professionally they
responded to the fallen partier.
In the midst of total chaos they
exhibited the strength and leadership that made the difference.
Firstly, I take my hat off to
members of the Trinity College
Emergency Response Team.
These are our fellow students.
Men and women who have organized a collective group of
EMTs dedicated to ensuring
that the rest of us can be saved
from ourselves should the need
arise. Secondly, I applaud the
Campus Safety officers who responded immediately to a potentially catastrophic set of
circumstances. Thankfully, this
young man was carefully attended to and the proper steps
were taken to assure that further damage would not occur.
Without these men and women
such an accident could have
had a very different result. Although I do not know who the
injured partier was, I have heard
that he is doing well and that
permanent injury was avoided.
1 am grateful for that, as we all
should be.
What struck me as particularly profound is the extreme

danger that each of puts ourselves in every time we congregate as a collective to celebrate.
Large amounts of alcohol and
other illicit substances, darkness, and hundreds of people
crowded in a small space is a
recipe for disaster. The accident
that happened this weekend
could have happened to any one
of us. None of us are immune
from the precarious positions
such behavior puts us in. I am
not suggesting that the school
should clamp down on parties
or eliminate them. We are
young; we are celebratory creatures by our nature. Prohibition
has never worked and it never
will. Nonetheless, we should be
aware that there are some
among us who will be the difference between blissful celebration and disaster. I have
gained a new respect for TCERT
and Campus Safety. They are
there not because they want to
police us or impede on our parties. They are there because we
need them there. We need to be
protected. It was in the midst of
this perilous incident that I saw
what is right with Trinity. For a
brief second, I saw the collective
concern and action that makes
this campus and this community one that deserves respect
and admiration. We are fond of
claiming that we work hard and
party hard. As I stood and
watched TCERT and Campus
Safety dutifully protect this
young man, I realized that there
are many among us who have
to work hard SO we can party
hard.

Thanks For Setting Us Straight
To the Editor:
In response to the editorial
entitled "A Major Problem,"
found in the April 22 issue of the
Tripod, the student members of
the Faculty Curriculum Committee write in the hopes of dispelling the unfounded rumors
being spread by the school's
newspaper with regard to the
Integration of Knowledge (IOK)
abolishment.
The editorial claims that
Trinity, in the guise of a Faculty
vote, has decided "to drop the
minor program from the school
curriculum." This is entirely
untrue. There is sttl! a minor
system at Trinity College.
Here is what happened.
There was a motion passed at
the most recent Faculty meeting dealing with the IOK. It
stated "that the integration of
knowledge requirement be
abolished as of the start of the
1997-98 academic year." The
program was not abolished, the
requirement of taking a minor
was abolished. You can still take
a minor if you want. If you do, it
will show up on your transcript.
If you don't, it won't.
Secondly, "interdisciplinary
minors which maintain sufficient student interest and faculty support may continue to be
offered as a curricular option, as
may foreign language concentrations." Such popular minors
as Legal Studies and the like
will remain available, as will
the Guided Studies-type programs. If it's on the books, you
can take it. Instead of taking.
away the minor system, this
motion has begun the process of
making it better.
The third section of the motion stated that "undergradu-

ates shall continue to be afforded the opportunity to undertake
interdisciplinary
student-designed minors." If
you have a minor in mind, be it
multi-disciplinary or not, you
can try to create it yourself. If
the minor you wanted has disappeared, the odds are rather
good that the GEC would quite
readily approve a new minor
based on an older one.
This motion, as paraphrased
above, was passed overwhelmingly at the Faculty Meeting of
April 8. While it might seem
that the move to abolish the IOK
requirement "would only add a
drop to the bucket of the socalled Dumbing of America," as
was stated in the editorial, one
would hope that the Faculty,a
body that has as of late been
obsessed with the standing of
the school and the tightening of
its standards, would take this
into account. And it did. In the
face of such a "dumbing down"
argument, all but one voted to
get rid of the requirement.
Why?
a) The IOK has done much to
fulfill its intended purpose; seventeen separate majors have become integrated in-and-of
themselves, thus obviating the
need for such a system.
b) The IOK has created a huge
planning and scheduling problem, both for the departments
and the students. A department
had to arrange its courses not
only with its own requirements
in mind, but with all of the
other departments with which
it shares some part of a minor
in mind. Students had to be
worried about taking some
course that is only offered every-other year and fitting it into
a schedule that already includes

a bunch of major and distribution requirements. This problem, instead of abating with
time, has expanded. The
unpredictability has created the
necessity of long lists of alternative courses, leading to a
weakening of cohesion within
the tracks.
c) The process was regarded
by all involved, student and faculty, as arcane, highly involved,
and extremely painful. Such a
problem should be avoided
within a strong curriculum if at
all possible.
d) Due to the large number of
alternative methods of satisfying the IOK requirement, relatively few individuals do so
through an interdisciplinary
minor. According to a recent
survey conducted by the
Registrar's Office of the Class of
1999, only 156 out of 573- less
than 30 percent - planned to
take an established minor, with
another 29 individuals hoping
to design their own.
Thus, while the IOK requirement may have been helpful in
some respects, it created more
headaches than it was worth.
Integration of knowledge is an
end unto itself, but even the faculty did not like the process. It
was a broken system with too
many loopholes, problems, and
conflicts. The motion passed
through two faculty committees, both of which have student
members, and the full Faculty.
In the end the decision had
nothing to do with laziness, and
everything to do with what was
right.
Sincerely,
Aaron Jacobs'97
Madeleine Kane '99
Gillian Mueller'97
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By P/JVE Sk/tFF

For reasons yet unknown to me, I have, for the fourth consecutive year not been chosen as the Commencement speaker. Honestly, I thought that this year I was a shoo in; what with one more
year of wisdom and all. I'm not sure who exactly will be speaking, but I'm sure that his or her speech will be filled with all
sorts of phrases like "So as you go off into this
_(adjective)
world of ours," and" a
„
Jhoun) once told me* or "I
challenge you to _____
(challenging activity)" It will
certainly be hot and we'll be yawning, wishing whoever was
speaking had less to say about the problems of the world and
more about how to make rice and ramen more appetizing. As 1
wallow in my own disappointment, though, 1 know why they
didn't pick me to give the address - because I'd begin my speech
with the timeless words of one Jeff Spicoli:
"1 don't know."
In "Fast Times at Ridgexnont High", Spicoli gives this response
to Mr. Hand, who promptly scribbles the words on the board,
stands back and proclaims, "I like that." Oddly enough, as 1
graduate from college, I find myself followingjef f Spicolfs lead,
while many of my professors follow Mr. Hand's, though without the same sarcastic contempt.
For lack of better conversation or maybe even out of sincere
interest, I have been asked by many professors what I'll be doing
next year. Somewhat hesitantly, I have replied with Spicoli's
motto. To my surprise, most professors have been nothing but
enthusiastic. "I like that," they have said. They know that "I don't
know" does not mean "1 don't care" or "I don't want to know;" it
simj.ply means that right now, as I get tossed into the world formerly
rly known as the real one, 1 have a little time and a lot of
thoughts to play with. We all do. I have a lot of ideas about what
Pd like to do, and a lot of thoughts about what 111 probably do,
but in the end, I don't know what 1 will do, and I don't really
mind that.
We're leaving with an education as a tool to navigate the world
with,andfor altof those who still feel like your boat's still moored
at the marina while everyone heads to the horizon, I'elax and
think about how vast the future is. Graduation Anxiety Syndrome (GAS) is beginning to hit the class of, !97 (and filter it's
way on down, through the: more neujrdt^^fifeol underclassmen too). For most ol us, the factistli^^SaTe'between the ages
of twenty-one artd twentyjt^re^d? i pfeve relatively long lives
> 0 i ^ i t & u s than we could
^ ^
expensive world, it is a cold world, and we don't know what we'll
do if we don't sign somewhere for something and there are a
thousand things to lament over. There must be something that
we haven't learned in thirty- six plus credits,
What we haveri't learned is that failure is not the end of the
world.here in'Happy-merry Trinland, the end of the world ~ the
very worst thing that can happen - Is to fail. We are, here to be
exceptional and brilliant and to succeed like the admissions
officers always knew we would Only rarely have we been made
to think that taking chances is okay too, even if they don't always work out perfectly. We are young and we have time and
we can take what we've learned at Trinity and apply it to the
world, even though it seems like we've seen too much of it
through textbooks. Graduation is the chance to see how well that
world stacks up against the books, and how well you can use
what you know to wriggle and glide through it. In the midst of
all this G.A.S. remember that commencement is an opportunity,
not a sentence.
Sometimes we use the metaphor of a ladder to describe the
future. We say that we are at the bottom, and that we have to
work our way up to get to the top. That is the goal, to get to the
top. For what? so we can look down at others? That metaphor
has never really worked for me. First, one needn't be at the top to
look down at others, think of Michael Eisner or some other despicable corporate mogul to see why. Second, the metaphor of the
ladder is terribly depressing because it suggests that once you
start up, you're stuck clawing in only one direction even chough
you might want to slide in some other directions along the way.
I like to think of the future slightly differently, even though
dreams are big and we seem small.
I like to think of the future asa wide rope web of the sort used
to scale the masts of seventeenth century galleons. That sort of
expansive, somewhat less steady device encompasses more of
the type of future that we should desireand be prepared for. It's a
little wobbly and it requires surer foundationsin each step hut
it allows us to move sideways, or at an'angle or .really, in any
direction we choose. On it we can take time for directions we
hadn't anticipated and we-can* at the very least, feel free of the
singular entrapping feeling of having to go straight up, Moreover, the web sways and jars us at the whim of dynamic forces
far beyond our control The most we catt really hope for is to try
and hold on, go where we want to go and where we muit go, and
hope that we touch a thousand wonderful points along the way.
If you already have you're next couple of steps signed, good
luck, and don't forget about the other directions. If you don't
know exactly what your next move will be, then take.a look
around and know that you'vegoc some time and freedom to move
in any direction, You'll find a roof, you'll find some food, you'll
find some happiness somewhere, arid beyond that-you don't
know You're young and you can say '1 don't know". Even though
it is, without a doubt, time to go. Aloha, Mr. Hand, -
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Personal Attacks Unnecessary And Unwarranted
To the Editor:
I suppose it is only fitting
that in the final edition of the
Tripod in my final year here at
Trinity, I find myself doing the
same thing I have done for the
last four years: correcting the
mistakes and misinterpretations of Tripod journalists. Two
weeks ago, Jamie Evans wrote
an article accusing a certain
bartender at the View, who has
inside SGA connections, of
abusing his power; last week,
Nick Morehead wrote a similar
article making the same accusations. In case anyone hasn't figured it out, that certain
bartender is I. And yes, I am the
Vice President of Finance for the
SGA, making their claim true
(mind you, it is about the only
one in either article which is
factual). The controversy
stemmed from the Women's Lacrosse team's car accident of
which I am sure everyone is
aware. While the Tripod insists
on printing unfounded and invalid claims concerning the issue, let me explain to the Trinity
community what the actual
facts of this incident are, while
at the same time defending myself against the attacks presented by Nick and Jamie. Nick
asked in his article, "No letter to
the editor?"; well, Nick, here it is,
as I would hate to disappoint
you.
The author of the story concerning the car accident, Ian
Lang, attempted to contact the
owner of the College View,for
'' c o m m e n t , ' H r s w r t i s A s t f e s
didn't know anything about the
accident. That was the only
comment made. I received a
phone call from litigators from
a law firm downtown, who I
have dealt with over the course
of my tenure on the Budget
Committee, and especially this
year as the V.P. of Finance. The
contents of this conversation
were concerning the legal matter of libel law. The lawyer informed me of the legal statutes
which protect individuals and
business's from either character
defamation or defamation of

business. The law is quite clear,
as he explained: any mention of
a person or business's involvement in matters of legal concern must be cited, placed in
quotations, and the person cited
must be qualified within the
article. This is the law, and
therefore, all press must adhere
to it (at least in CT). I knew that
the article was being written
concerning the accident, and I
received a copy of the police report to find out exactly what
was on record. Here's an interesting side note which those
who made the accusations
against me are, or were, not
aware of: if a student funded organization, which the Tripod is,
is sued, the lawsuit is filed
against the students of Trinity
College, and any monetary
compensation being sought
would be from the Student Activities Fund. This is the fund
which each student pays $110
per semester to, which is used to
fund all student organizations.
As the V.P. of Finance, it is my
responsibility to protect that
money, as a result, I called Ian
Lang, who was writing the article on the accident. I informed
him of my conversation with
the lawyers, and further explained to him that the student
money of this College needed to
be protected, and thus, when
writing the article, be sure to
adhere to the legal stipulations
which I explained to him in detail. He asked me to call Anthony Lowenberg and discuss
the matter with him, and 1 did,
same contents. Unformed them
that the article had to be written a certain way or the funding
for all student organizations
could be jeopardized by a lawsuit. Never did I mentioned that
the Tripod would be denied
funding if I didn't get my way,
as these subsequent articles imply. These are the facts. Let's
start with Jamie's article.
He writes, "do the words unethical, immoral, abuse of
power, and conflict of interest
mean anything?" My answer is
simple: each one of them means

something of great importance
and integrity. None of my actions constituted any of these
claims. Is it unethical, immoral,
and an abuse of power to fulfill
one's responsibility and to protect the $400,000 of student
money? I argue that it is not. Is
it a conflict of interest for me to
hold this position on campus
and be a bartender at the View?
This answer is not as simplistic.
I wear many hats on campus
and off, as many of us do. We
are involved in many organizations. However, part of being
responsible is to know what hat
you are wearing at what times.
At the time of the conversations
with Ian and Anthony, I was
merely the VE of Finance fulfilling a responsibility. Would
this even be a question if it had
been any other bar? Is it a conflict of interest for me to be the
person allocating money to student organizations and still
have membership in many of
the clubs I allocate to? No one
said anything about that. Is it
unethical that seniors still have
97 days to graduation at the
View, which is paid for by the
SAF, which I run, even though I
work there? Again, no one said
anything then. It seems clear
that Jamie was merely misinformed concerning the issues of
this case. He says, "the college
newspaper has the responsibility to inform," and 1 agree. But,
the responsibility is to inform
correctly, not the absent
minded beliefs of someone who
needed a article at the last
Ajjd as few the-coimment of what I stand to gain by
protecting the View, the answer
is nothing, everything, or something. I have no idea, as it was
never a consideration, And yes,
Jamie, the Trinity community
can handle the truth; you, my
friend, along with Nick, ought
to make it a point to find out
what truth is (philosophical
pun) before attempting to report it.
Well, as for Nick, who makes
many of the same claims Jamie
does, I find it a bit disappointing that this article was written,

as the incident was weeks ago,
and I let the article last week
slide. Nick claims that I called
and pleaded, or actually threatened the Tripod with funding.
Firstly, I have never spoken with
Nick about this issue. Secondly,
in an informal interview with
Ian Lang, I asked him if he felt
any part of the conversation we
had that evening made him feel
as if I was either strong arming
him into writing the article a
certain way, or if he felt that if
he didn't write the article the
way 1 explained, the funding for
the Tripod would be threatened.
To both of these questions, he
answered "No." The last question I asked Ian was that if he
felt that our conversation that
evening was merely a discussion concerning what the legal
concerns were and that 1 was
merely informing him of what
they are. To this, he answered,
"I would say that." Nick, go to the
source next time instead of your
colleague, who coincidentally,
wrote the other article attacking me. As for the rest of Nick's
attack's, they have already been
well responded to in the above
paragraphs.
The Tripod preaches ideals of
journalistic integrity and reporting the truth. Well, here's

how much they practice what
they preach. In Ian Lang's article on the accident, the permittee of the College View is
named Martin Kaufman. For
the record, ye of journalistic integrity and searches of the
truth, that is not Marty's name.
I suppose journalistic integrity
wasn't enough of a reason to
find out his real name. In the
same issue, the candidates for
the upcoming SGA elections
were given inappropriate titles,
as those running At Large were
marked as Budget Committee,
and vice versa. Again, attempting to find the truth wasn't
strong enough of an ethical
standard to call the SLRC office
and get the right candidate's
positions. Merely two of hundreds of examples where this
oh-so truthful newspaper and
its staff has been liars to the
Trinity Community. But, I'm
glad that guys like Nick and
Jamie, and everyone else who
makes false claims writes for the
Tripod, because, as I am sure you
know, I have nothing better to
do with my time than clean up
their messes.
Sincerely,
MickNardelli'97

Low Down fit Dirty
To The Editor,
Afew montrisago.lwrotean
article about my life in the
States and Trinity. Pretty cute
article. Well, I feel I did not say
enough. I have to be sincere and
say I have to add this little paragraph. I left out a FEW things.
1 did not talk about the absurd
amount of left over food of the
"All you can eat" dining experience. I did not talk about the
bottle pieces scattered on the
Long Walk after elegant formal
nights. I did not talk about the
superficiality and ignorance of
people. I tried to talk about the
reasons why I like it here. It

was Sunday's cook-out that
made me think, "this is
enough.' I saw entire pieces of
hamburger on the stairs behind Jackson. I saw pieces of
food smashed into the fresh
spring grass. I saw a girl toss a
plastic cup right by one of the
most beautiful trees on campus to the left of Downes Memorial. It is not the question
of alcohol, it goes way beyond.
It is called lack of respect. It is
called "let the servant clean."
Shame Trinity Shame!!!!
Sincerely,
Mauro Bozic

Sickened With The Drunken Mess We Made
To the Editor:
Well, the drunken revelry
thai was Spring Weekend has
corneand gone, and the wreckage-on the quad has been
cleaned up, leaving behind in
my mind only a continued
sense'of disgust at the behavior of Trinity students at large.
My disgust has little to do with
the trash left by "shitfacetf students.on the LSC and main
quads. It. has little to do with
the amount of drinking that
goes on here, or the wobbling
pasty-faced people falling
down under their decimated
couches after the partying was
through.
I guess it has little to do with
Spring Weekend in general
But the behavior of my fellow
students at the concerts on
-Sunday was utterly disgusting,
shameful, irresponsible and
downright RUDE. And it was
hot ati isolated incident. 1 don't

understand how so many students, mostly from fairly privileged backgrounds, can have
grown up without learning basic politeness,or in this instance
what I would call "performance

performers onstage and their
peers who might have been enjoying the concerts, students
took to spraying one another
(and one of the bands) with
beer, throwing beercans, beach

"I am ashamed at being a part of any
community which cannot respect the
performers it welcomes to its campus/'
etiquette."

'

•

At performances throughout'
the year, of many different sorts,
I'have seen students; with co.raplere disregard for the performers, talk to one another, ignore
the performance in favor of conversation, enter and exit performance spaces repeatedly, and,
perhaps most disturbing of all,
leave shows entirelyonce'their
friend or group of friends has
performed. The behavior of the
students on Sunday seems a
heightened incident of the same
kind Instead of respecting, the'

balls, one another, arid at one
point (yes, 1 understand the. reference, but it was still inappropriate) boxes of macaroni,
Stagehands, front Connecticut
Stage were forced to Come mop
up the keyboard at several
points during the concert, and
the Violent Femjnes were- forced
to threaten to stop playing and
leaveif this disgustingbehavior
continued.'
I am ashamed at being a part
of any community which cannot respect the performers if
welcomes to its campus;

Whether in Austin Arts Center,
the Chapel, the Seabury performance spaces, or on the LSC
quad, students seetn unable to
give performers their due. I submit that if one attends a concert
or a play, one is making a
committment to that performance, Buying a ticket or showing up is not unlike making a'
.contract to listen to and watch
what the performers are doing
with patience and an open
mind, toremafa forth'eduration
of. that performance, and to berespectful of those people who
are putting, themselves on the
line,.

-••

;

'

chance and give upafewhours
of their preciousconversations
to listen to or watch something new, and. who are unwilling to allow others the
priyelidge of taking that
chance. The self-absorbed alcohol-hung stupor in which
the students live costs them a
lot of enjoyment, and a lot of
opportunities to open up their
minds.
The unconcerned rudeness
and selfishness that caused
Trinity students to alienate
and piss off two.bands'and a
lofof fans yesterday just reinforces the sentiment L for one,
already had: Trinity students
are unfit to live in any sort of
cooperative society, and unfit
Eo.move on from this pampering palace into the world. 1 am
Idisgusted by and ashamed of
•: the behavior.I saw on Sunday,

Trinity, gains nothing by the
conduct of its students; instead
the school and the students
each lose a lot. It is clear chat the
school deservesits reput atton.as
a home* of snobby, priyelidged
students who can't be bothered
to listen to anyone or care about
anything, who -would rather sit • Sincerely, :- . •
around and drink than take a -Melon Wfedick!Q0
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New Meal Plans In The Fall NEWS BRIEFS
BY JACOB KASELL

News Editor

Marriott Management Services announced in a press release late last week that after
extensive marketing research,
they will be introducing a new
meal plan to replace the transfer meal plans currently used by
90 percent of the meal plan customers. These changes come as
a result of pressures trom the
student body to appeal to more
diverse dietary needs.
The new service, called the
Super Flex Meal Plan will feature the following benefits: no
restrictions on transfer hours; a
$5.00 transfer amount, as opposed to the current $4.75
credit; a three-time per day access to food; the ability to bring
a friend to meals, providing the
meal plan holder accompanies
the guest; and the addition of a
declining dollar balance which
can be used at any dining location at any time.
Marriott claims that the redesigned meal plans which will
be offered in 19,14, or 10 meal
denominations are the result of
"months of student surveys, focus groups and one-on-one interviews with the Trinity
community." They hope that
the new plans will address the
specific needs illustrated
through the research.
While the prices for the Fall
semester of 1997 when the new
plan takes effect have not been
determined, the prices are expected to be slightly higher
than the corresponding Regular
meal plans. In addition to the
Super Flex Plans, students will
also be able to sign up for the 19
meal Super Value or Regular
plans, or the 14 Regular plan.
The Super Flex Plans would
all cost the same, but the declining balance would be greater on
the 10 meal plan-$250-than

Stoien Car Parked On Campus
A1984 Buick LaSabre which was stolen elsewhere in
the city was found by Campus Safety officers in the
Broad/Vernon parking lot around 6:30pm on Friday the
19th.

Wiggins Gets Decorated
In a misplaced display of school spirit, students
vandalized the side of Wiggins with the spray-painted
words "Go Bants". The graffiti was discovered around
2:00am on Sunday the 20th.

English Professor Run Over
On Monday the 21st, Fred Pfeil, Professor of English
was struck from behind by a motorist while riding his
bicycle on New Britain Avenue. He was transported to
Hartford Hospital where he was treated for injuries to his
shoulder and knee before being released. The motorist
was consequently ticketed for the incident.

Gimme A Coke!
HONY LOWENBERG

Architects are currently working on plans
for the new improved Cave, as seen in this artist's rendition.

on the 14 or 19 meal plans,
which will have declining balances of $150 and $25 respectively.
In addition,Jon Small, Director of Food Services, announced
plans to revamp the interior of
the Cave to accommodate more
students and to present the food
in a more palatable manner.
According to Small, the current
setvvp ot the Caxe,is.,u.ot)p^i,y
unsightly because the food storage and preparation areas are
visible, but is not able to accommodate the flow of students.
Currently, this plan calls only
for the purchase of faster cash
registers and pizza warmers
along with the construction of
a wall behind a new beverage
counter and the installation of

security doors to the servery.
Additionally, the beverage units
will be moved to the outer service area in anticipation of a
new Pizza Station. The cost?
Estimated at $100,000.
Later, architects are working
on plans to expand the interior
of the grill and deli areas, and to
conceal the food-preparation
and storage areas behind walls.
In. addition, the hope is &b%Mfr&
remodeling will make the Cave
appear more professional, using
the Bistro as its model. While
these plans are still tentative,
Small remains optimistic about
the effects the changes will have
on the dining experience and
Marriott promises the changes
will better serve the ever-expanding student body.

The soda machine at High Rise was reported damaged
on the 21st. The perpetrators, who caused $650 in
damages, are expected to be identified through review of
the video tapes recorded by cameras on the scene.
Campus Safety asks that anyone with information come
forward.

Oops...
Also on the 21st of April, a Campus Safety officer
operating a Campus Safety vehicle struck a student
vehicle at 5:00pm while backing out of the Mather
driveway. This area has continuously been a problem
area, receiving complaints from the school and neighbors
of congestion. Plans are currently in the works to create a
i
,py4pp
better pick-up/drop-off point.

Tires SSashed By Bikers
On Friday the 25th around 10:00pm, three vehicles
parked on Veron Street had their tires slashed. The only
description of the suspects thus far have been of four or
five youths ages 14 to 16 wearing white T-shirts and riding
bicycles.

Surfs Up

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS

A student sustained neck and back injuries after he
threw himself off the stage at Hallapalooza on Saturday
night. The unsuccessful crowd-surfer was transported to
Hartford Hospital by ambulance where he stayed
overnight for evaluation. The freshman was released
Sunday afternoon.

Fighting The (Hot Dog} Man
Student Protesters Evacuate Building
Following a 28 hour sit-in and takeover of Mary Lyon Hall, 23 students protesting
administrative inaction on issues of cultural space, academic programs, and financial aid,
vacated the building last Tuesday night, The Mount Holyoke News reported. According to
the protesters they vacated the building because they felt that staying in the building was
no longer an asset to their cause. The sit-in started following a rally on Monday at which
the students stated their aims and demands. This protest was the second of its kind during
a series of protests which have been held to affect admissions policies, cultural space issues,
the lack of an Asian-American studies program, and the recent loss of the college
chaplains. On Monday all of the students involved in the protest were issued notices of
suspension contingent on the students leaving Mary Lyon. That Wednesday, the students
unanimously filed appeals to have their suspensions rescinded, and will meet individually
with the Dean of Students over the next week. Though no formal agreement has been
reached, the administration is currently considering a number of the students demands.

Student Crowned First- Ever Mr. Colby College
Jon Foster '98, a student at Colby College, won the school's the first-annual Mr.
Colby College Pageant. Foster beat out eleven other contestants, at the highly attended
pageant. Formatted from the Miss America Pageant contestants competed in three major
categories: beachwear, talent and evening wear. During the beachwear portion of the
contest students dressed in a wide variety of outfits, including a raccoon skin-cap, and full
scuba gear. The talent portion of the evening consisted of a student catching grapes
thrown from a balcony in his mouth, while another student composed a song about the
college's president. Eventually the field was narrowed down to three semifinalists, who
were asked to answer the, question, "What will be the first thing you do if you win the title
of Mr. Colby College?"

There were two reports of skirmishes among students
on Saturday, the 26th. One involved approximately 20
students on Vernon Street. Both Campus Safety and
Hartford Police responded and were able to separate the
combatants without the need for further action.
About two hours later, Campus Safety and Hartford
Police once again responded to an altercation. Students
had apparently gotten into a fight with a can-collector
and the hot dog vendor. While the Hartford Police were
about to arrest all parties, a compromise was worked out
and the issue has been forwarded to the Dean of Students.

Aiore Cars WIB8 Be Towed
In an ongoing issue, Brian Kelly, Director of Campus
Safety reported that 28 vehicles were towed last month.
Cars towed were illegally parked in the Seabury lot or
were on the "Hot List"-a list of unregistered vehicles with
four or more outstanding tickets. Kelly also made clear
that he is aware that freshmen have brought cars in the
last few weeks. He urged freshmen with cars to get a
temporary parking sticker and only to park in the Broad/
Vernon lot. He also encouraged all students to clear up
parking issues this week before they are sent to the
Business Office.
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College Issues Report On Student's Social Life
independent study projects, internships, or teaching assistantships. Students spend an
average of 18 hours per week
socializing and partying. Almost twice as much time is
spent socializing then partying."
"Juniors have the most intense academic year, spending a
total of over 34 hours per week
on academic work, at least two
hours more per week then students in other classes."
The study further goes into
the statistics of athletics and the
place of socialization: "Students
spend an average of over seven
hours per week exercising or
participating in a sport, with no
real difference among the class
years. Men spend almost two
more hours per week involved
in some sort of athletic activity,
Greek members spend more
time then non-Greek members."
"Residence halls are not a
center of social activities, even
for the first year students. Use of
social centers on campus such
as Mather Hall (including the
Cave and the Underground), the
Bistro, and Cinestudio is high
among all groups of students,
with the average student attending five or six hours per
month at these locations."
The survey also went on
about the student-faculty interaction: "Students spend very
little time talking with faculty
outside of class, with class year
averages falling between one
and two hours per week. Juniors
and seniors spend more time
• talking witfe fe6«»flfM*i>»
first-year students and sophomores. Fraternity members
spend less time talking with
faculty then non-members.
The second part of the study
focused on the "satisfaction
with student life." There was a
strong correlation between the
type of high school a person at-

tended, private, public, or parochial school, and whether they
joined a fraternity or sorority:
"57% of private high school
graduates joined a Greek-society, while only 18% of public or
parochial school graduates
joined."
The study also discussed the
other relationships between
Trinity students and their prior
schooling: "Contrary to the
views of some students, graduates of private high schools are
not a homogeneous group on
campus in terms of either their
activities or their views of life at
Trinity."
Trinity students expressed
much of their disappointments
with the campus: "Overall, stu-

dents expressed moderate satisfaction with social life, with rating decreasing as class year
increased. Fraternity and sorority members were significantly
more satisfied than non-members. Students also expressed
moderate satisfaction with the
number and variety of social
options at Trinity, with ratings
decreasing as class year increased."
Further concerns of students
ranged into their concern over
the drugs and alcohol on campus: "Alcohol and drug use was
rated as a significant problem at
Trinity. Seniors, women, students who do not belong to fraternities or sororities, and
Blacks were most likely to see a

Figure 1.2. Time Students Spend Doing Various
Activities By Class Year
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problem with substance use at
Trinity. Sophomores, on the
other hand, consider it less of a
problem than do members of
the other classes."
The study also examined the
residential life portion of the
Trinity experience: "Students'
ratings of satisfaction with residential life were relatively high
and very consistent. Student
ratings of residential security
were also quite high, though
women, students from private
high schools, an Blacks were
less satisfied than other students. The behavior of other
students in residence halls was
a major component of residential security."
The urban environment surrounding Trinity was also included as a part of the survey.
Students generally responded
positively with regards to the
urban environment: "Students
rated their off-campus opportunities in the middle of the satisfaction scale. They also
generally agreed that Trinity's

Modern Language
Recite Poetry At
Much Thanks To
All Those Who
Have
Contributed To
The Tripod This
Year From The
Tripod Staff!

BY SAMAR PARIKH

News Writer

On April 23 the department
of modern languages held a poetry reading in Hamlin Hall.
Poems were read by the students of the department in the
language they had originally
been written in: Chinese, Hebrew, French, German, Italian,
Japanese, or Russian. They were
then translated in English.
Students volunteered to read
and translate the poems and
were not getting credit for it in
class. The poems read varied in
style and moods.
Some poems were only a few
lines and others were 80 lines
long. Some were sad and some
were cheerful.
There were poems that were
written with the intent of not
making any sense and others
were written with lots of meaning and emotion.
One poem that was read effected enough to learn the language that it was originally
written in, Russian. The poem
is called "I Loved You:"
"I loved you; and I may still

love you,/The light has not
completely extinguished in my
soul;/But let it not trouble you
any longer;/! do not wish to
cause you any pain/I loved you
silently, hopelessly./First tim-

urban location is one of its great
advantages, except for first-year
students, whose average response was in disagreement
with this statement."
There was a more diverse response to the issue of the role of
the administration in students
life: "Students are satisfied overall with the administration's responsiveness to student needs,
but satisfaction ratings decreased as class year increased."
"Ratings of the quality of activities sponsored specifically
by the Student Activities Office
showed general satisfaction
with ratings decreasing for each
class year. Women, students
who do not belong to fraternities or sororities, and public and
parochial high school graduates
rated these activities higher
than others."
The diversity of the campus
was another key to the survey
that returned a negative result:
"Students were consistently dissatisfied with ethnic and racial
diversity at Trinity. Students
,were mast dissatisfied

idly, then tormented by jealousy;/! loved you so tenderly, so
truly,/As God grant you to be
loved by another,"
Participants received widespread praise for their readings.

Congratulations,
Seniors!
The OoaS... $9rooo

Received so far..
$9,021

To give...
Dana Luby,
oxt. 5334
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State Board Vote Signals Trinity Students Make
Support For Neighborhood Trip To See Letterman
Hartford, Conn, April 25,1997-At
the initiative of Governor John
Rowland, the State Bond Commission
voted to approve state funding that endorses and accelerates the momentum
behind a plan to create a "Learning
Corridor" on the site of a former bus
garage, adjacent to Trinity College.
The plan is being implemented by the
Southside Institutions Neighborhood

Alliance (SINA).

"/•-'::'••'"""."••

southside neighborhoods of Hartford.
The initiative is a public-private partnership at the center of which is an alliance among five non-profit
institutions located in these neighborhoods: Trinity College, HartfordHospiral, Connecticut Children's Medical
Center, the Institute of Living, and
Connecticut Public Television & Radio, which together comprise the
Southside Institutions Neighborhood

The,Bond Commission approved

"The State is proud to support SINA and the Trinity
Heights neighborhood revitaHzation initiative," Connecticut Governor John Rowland
$6.15 million that will be used this
spring to begin site remediation and
improvements and to initiate design
work for a new regional magnet high
school resource center to be constructed on the site. Programming and
curriculum at the high school will focus on science, mathematics and technology, arid the center will also be the
home of the Greater Hartford Academy of the Arts.
"The Stateis proud to support SINA
and the Trinity Heights neighborhood
revitalizatipn initiative," said Govern
nor Rowland.: "We are proud toa be a
partner in this landmark initiative to
rebuild Hartford's Frog/Hollow;and
Barry Square neighborhoods.
.
Theactionof the Bond Commission
marks the states clear commitment to
move forward with a comprehensive
neighborhood renewal effort inthe

Alliance (SINA). The overall SINA initiative is focused on improving opportunities for children and families,
education, employment, housing ;and:
neighborhood quality of life. : ;
As a result of the_ Board
Commission's approval of state funding, the State
•• ;.•:-. : •:
:.•.•• Department of:Education and the
State Department of PublicWorks will:
move this: year to complete enyirorimental remediation of the 9-a ere site of
the former Department of Transportation: state bus garage bri which a new
family reSource; center, relocated
vMontessori^style'ffl^gnet elerrientary"
school, ti£\» neighborhood middle*:
school a n i the:;Kigla:;sdi6pl •resource'
•' center will be constructed;:: :; :::;•-';::
, On the ^^eJa^i;^;B^i : ariS ; Girj| : ;
:
Club:which:wilibe;;Staffed;by'lririify
• students, i i b M g d | ^ ^ 3

BY JAMIE GRIFFITH

News Writer

On Sunday, April 6, The New York
Times printed an article describing the
Trinity theater group "TV or Not TV,"
which performs "weekly informal staged
readings of 70s and '80s comedy series,"
according to Leah Kalayjian '97. The article focused mainly on Josh Epstein '97.
Someone involved in The Late Show with
David Letterman read the article and
called Liz Burns, Public Relations Assistant, to extend complementary tickets to
those involved in "TV or Not TV." Burns
got in touch with Epstein on the eighth
and he then called Kalayjian and Amy
Weghorst '97, head manager of The Underground Coffeehouse, where "TV or
Not TV" has been performed.
"Letterman offered the tickets to the
actors of 'TV or Not TV but I took the
opportunity to give them to the Underground since it got little recognition for
'TV or Not TV but is such a part of the
Underground," said Kalayjian.
As a result, 11 Underground employees — Weghorst, Kalayjian, Ashley ..'97,
Lana ..Jenny Fong '99Jamie Griffith '99,
Jasper HoweMcCarty '99, Tom Racciatti
'99, Erinn Rieth '99, Amanda Wu '99, and
Jen Dare '98 — attended the trip to New
York on Monday, April 21 as well as five
others: Epstein, Justin Hayes '97, Mark
Craig '98, Suzanne Farrell '99, and Cosmo
Fattizzo '98
The bus, paid for by April Brown, Director of Mather Campus Center and
Student Activities, left Trinity's campus
around 1:00 p.m. on the 21st and arrived

GETTHE CREDITSYOU
NEED FAST Ttas SUMMER
WITHOUT DISRUPTING YOUR
USUAL ACTIVITIES.

Well, this year is
over. We've had
some good times
and some great
articles. We
STRONGLY
encourage
anybody to
contribute to The
Tripod in the
future. Reach
millions of people
with a keystroke!
Best of ail, it's
FREE! See you all
next year, (except
for the Seniors).

ONE WEEK COURSES ARE JUST
ONE O F THE ADVANTAGES O F COMING
TO BENTLEYTfflS SUMMER.
•More scheduling flexibility than •Better quality learning
any other Boston area college:
experience due to smaller
-One, two or six week options
class sizes.
-Day or evening classes
•An excellent value compared
-Courses that meet on five
to similar offerings at Boston
consecutive Fridays
College, Boston University,
•Bentley offers essential business
Harvard Extension,
courses in accounting,
Northeastern and Suffolk.
computer information systems,
To learn more e-mail at
economics, finance,
summer@bentley.edu;
management and marketing.
call 1/800/5-BENTLEY;
•Business programs are AACSB
fax 1/617/891-2729 or return
accredited so credits should
the coupon.
transfer easily.

SUMMER WORK
$10/TO START

BENTLEY
THINK AHEAD. STAY MEAD.
Please send me your 1997 Summer
Sessions Course Schedule.

ZIP

in front of the Ed Sullivan Theater on
Broadway around 3:30. Tickets were received and the show went on around 5:00
with a guest list of Martin Mull, and
MaryJ. Blige.
Reaction to the show itself seems
negative, but that the trip was worth a
bad show.
"It was a great bonding experience for
the Underground workers and friends.
However, it would've been better if there
were better guests. MaryJ. Blige sucks
as much as you'd think she does. But it
was a wonderful experience to see it
filmed," said Kalayjian.
"We drove down and had a fantastic
time. David Letterman's really skinny,
skinnier than I thought he'd be. Paul's an
idiot and Martin Mull's an idiot. He put
a piece of gum on a cue-card guy's head.
You couldn't tell on film, but he was really mad about that," Dare summarized.
"I've never thought Letterman was
funny, so I wasn't all that impressed by
the show. I would never go again, but it
was fun and free. Plus, we got a free book
[David Letterman's Book of Top Ten Lists
andZestyLo-CalChickenRecipes]," said
Weghorst.
"It was incredible to watch a wellloved TV show come together 15 feet in
front of me. And Dave is much funnier
on television than he is in person. Despite relatively weak guests, the show
was an exciting and unusual experience.
And, hey, we got Letterman books! Who
could ask for more?" said Farrell.
After the show finished at 6:00 p.m.,
the books were distributed, and dinner
was eaten, the bus left New York around
7:00. It arrived back at Trinity around
11:00

PHONE

Mail to: Bentley College
175Forest St.,Waltham, MA. 02154-4705
E-mail: summer@bentley.edu
Phone: 1/800/5-BENTLEY
FAX: 617/891-2729

INTERNSHIPS &
SCHOLARSHIPS
POSSIBLE
BUILD YOUR RESUME
MANAGEMENT
POTENTIAL
APPLY NOW BEGIN
AFTER FINALS
CENTRAL CT

(860)667-7111
CT VALLEY

. (860)644-7010
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Debate Team To Travel To
London For Tournament
BY SARA F. MERIN

Announcements Editor

The Athenaeum Society,
Trinity College's Debate Team,
will be traveling to England
for a week in May in order to
attend a debate at Oxford
University and stage a debate
at the American School of
London.
Throughout the year,, the
team has participated in various regional competitions under the guidance of •.Dr.
Andrew Beedle,yisitittg Professor of Philosophy and Club
Advisor, Dr. Beverly Wall, Director of the; Writing Center,
Associate Professor of Composition and Rhetoric, and
chair of the Debate Advisory
Committee; and Dr. Borden
Painter, Professor of History,
Director of Italian Programs,
and founder of the Debate
Advisory Committee.
This trip was made possible
through the efforts of the Debate Advisory Committee

World News Report

and the President's Office. Mary dent Christopher Savarese '99,
Conneely, the Special Assistant Treasurer Patrick Nolen '00,
to the President, explained that Secretary Sara Merin '00,
the trip is being funded by the Michael Maltese '99, Matthew
Presidential Continuency Fund, Sharnoff '00, and Simeon
because President Dobelle Ketchum'00. The students
made a three year commitment will be accompanied by Ms.
last year to help fund the debate Mary Conneely, the Special
team and try to get it up off the Assistant to the President.
ground after an extended abThis year, the team will be
sence on Trinity's campus. He leaving Trinity on May 10, and
felt that three years would be a arriving in London early the
sufficient amount of time in next day. On their final day in
which to do this.
London, May 14, the team will
...'. Although the team is rela- present a debate at the Ameri•: tively young, this is the second can School. After spending
time that they have traveled to three days in London, the team
England. Last year, while at will travel to Oxford where
Oxford, the team observed O.J. they will attend a debate on
Simpson in a debate. In recol- the topic of euthanasia on May
lection of last year's trip, Ath- 15. They will return to Trinity
enaeum Society President on Mayl7.
Christopher Savarese comSavarese commented on his
mented, "The last trip was a . goals. He stated, "We hope to
great opportunity to observe enhance our connections to
the Oxford debating style. We Oxford in hopes that someday
met a lot of interesting people we can get them to participate
and got a lot of great ideas for in joint activities between
the future of the club." :
Trinity and Oxford, for exThis year, the team members ample havingthem stop by
traveling to London are Presi- Trinity on one of their tours."

Peaceful Resolution Hoped
For In Professors Complaint
continued from page one
situation."
Dean of Faculty,.Raymond
Bakex was s i m j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i i j

1'rom this semester's students,
especially just now before finals.
"I think I've done my job and
b

4

over the phtme; My Students
pi ess "I don't think there's ar..
will be my judges." In an interinstitution that hasn't had this
view, Joe De Angelis '97, a chemsort of problem," Baker said, bui
istry major who took
refused to discuss such issues at
i irganometallics, a 400-level
Trinity in the past, in part b_course with Zambrano said, "I
cause he has only held the po>i
lound his teaching to be nothtion of Dean of Faculty for the
ing less than exemplary, and I
1
past year.
ind his to be one of the most
ANTHONY LOWFI-.'firRU
After pointing out that try/aluable classes I have taken as
procedure could be readily ac- Assistant Professor of
an undergrad."
cessed in the faculty manual, he Chemistry Cesar Zambrano
DeAngelis specifically cited
ended the conversation by stat- who is currently filing a
Zambrano's thorough undering, "Given my role, I really can't grievance with the school.
standing of the material and
talk about it."
mally," Wade said Monday, "But great ability to communicate
According to the manual the one thing that comes across his ideas. "I would say he is one
which is issued by the Aca- is that Zambrano feels deeply of the best chemistry professors," DeAngelis continued. .
demic Freedom and Grievance aggrieved."
Committee, a faculty member
Zambrano conceded that he
Zambrano said that he had
with a grievance may either file been consulting the advice of is at the moment considering a
an informal complaint, in his peers and other senior fac- consulting position with a conwhich all communication is ulty members, and he trusts sulting firm in California once
oral and no records are kept, or that the chemistry department he leaves campus.
they may file a formal com- will help sort out the issues at
This comes somewhat as a
plaint which is written and hand.
disappointment to students
kept on record in the Dean of
Faculty's office. The manual
/ found his teaching to be nothing less than
states: "Upon receiving the
exemplary, and I find his to be one of the
complaint, the Dean of Faculty
will inform the alleged offender
most valuable classes I have taken as an
of the complaint and ensure
undergrad. -Joe DeAngelis '97
that both parties have a formal,
written statement of the complaint."
"I really hope that this can be who have enjoyed his teaching
. After consulting both parties, worked out rapidly," Zambrano in the past.
Wade
admitted
that
the. Dean may take several said, "I'm certain we can work
courses of action which are this out on campus with the Zambrano's decision to leave
comes somewhat as a surprise.
agreed upon by both parties: in- administration,"
Zambrano made clear his re- "He had indicated that he
formal advice, arbitration, or a
formal hearing. After such a spect for and enjoyment of stu- wanted to be at a place like Trinhearing, a finding of guilty of dents at Trinity College, saying, ity because it offered the opporthe charge will result in treat- "My experience with Trinity tunity to work closely with
ment, admonition, censure, sus- students has been exceptional students," Wade said late Monand I have been very happy to day night.
pension, or dismissal.
"He had himself been inWhile Baker could give no work with them." He went on
examples of such situations, to say that his students may per- spired as an undergraduate by
Wade recalls when a psychol- haps be the best judges of his, a professor. He came to Trinity
ogy professor was not reap- performance in the classroom. because he had a commitment
pointed and pursued a He provided the names of two to teaching. Him leaving is a
complaint two or three years students who were in his classes major loss to faculty and stuago. "My sense is that most last semester, "to avoid a conflict dents."
complaints are handled infor,- of interest" that might arise

International
•On Wednesday, April 23, the 71 hostages held in the
Japanese Ambassador's residence for 126 were freed by a
team of Peruvian commandos. The commandos blasted
into the residence through underground tunnels and sent
a secret signal to previously warned hostages who
unlocked a door for the soldiers to enter through. The
military raid resulted in the death of 1 hostage, 2
commandos and all 14 guerrillas who had seized the
residence on December 17,1996.
•In another effort to curb drug trafficking from
Mexico, the Clinton Administration has begun debate on
proposals to impose more stringent penalties against
Mexico's drug-traffickers. The economic penalties under
debate have been used against Columbia's most powerful
cocaine traffickers in the last 18 months and have been
widely praised by U.S. Officials. The penalties under
consideration include the freezing of suspected trafficker's
American assets and the prohibition of trafficker's
legitimate businesses in America. There have, however,
been reports that Mexican drug-traffickers invest heavily
in the American economy and have, possibly, become
vital to the U.S.
•In a summit meeting on Wednesday, April 23,
President Boris N. Yeltsin of Russia and President Jiang
Zemin of China pledged to work together to limit
superpower influence in the world. The two heads of
state announced the need for a multipolar world and in a
Russian-Chinese statement declared, "No country would
seek hegemony, practice power politics or monopolize
international affairs." Though the United States was never
mentioned the message was clearly aimed at the sole
remaining superpower. Russian officials have held talks
with Iran, India, Belarussia and Chinese officials eluding
to a new alignment to counter the West's economic and
military might.

National
•The senate approved the Chemical Weapons
Convention in a vote of 74-26 on Thursday evening, April
24. The convention states that all nations who ratify it
agree to never "...develop, produce or otherwise acquire,
stockpile or retain chemical weapons..." All 45 Democrats
in the Senate and 29 Republicans, including the
Republican Leader, Senator Trent Lott voted for the
Convention.
•The prosecution opened its case against Timothy
McVeigh at the Denver Federal Courthouse on Thursday,
April 24, accusing McVeigh of bombing the Federal
Building in Oklahoma City two years ago. The
government is portraying McVeigh as a man who wanted
to use violence to incite a second American Revolution in
the method described in the novel "The Turner Diaries."
Stephen Jones, McVeigh's attorney assured the jury that
he "will establish, not a reasonable doubt, but that my
client is innocent."
•A Federal district judge in North Carolina upheld the
Food and Drug Administration's landmark 1996 assertion
of their authority over the regulation of tobacco as a drug.
In the ruling, Judge William Osteen announced that the
FDA did not have the authority to regulate advertising
aimed at youths. The ruling was a victory for antismoking measures and will weaken the tobacco industry's
continuing negotiations with states on reaching a
comprehensive settlement of tobacco litigation. Both the
tobacco industry and the Clinton Administration plan to
appeal parts of Osteen's decision.
•Montana has become the second state to condone
the use of "chemical castration" for sexual offenders who
are about to be released from prison. The law is a
compromise from a bill that required surgical castration
of some sexual offenders that was vetoed by Montana's
Governor Marc Racicot because of the high price of the
surgery. The injection of certain chemicals reduces
testosterone levels, in turn reducing the sex drive. The
American Civil Liberties Union of Montana disagrees
with this ruling because the treatment does not get at the
root of the problem, the offender's need for power and
control.

Compiled!by
Terry Hlfklri
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Exam Schedule
Final examinations for courses using the standard time
p a t t e r n s will be given in the classroom in w h i c h the course
w a s taught at the times s h o w n below.

Wedriesdayv April 3J3
:::y^< "• 12:00 noorr • ' ^ \ £

Day Codes: M=Mon T=Tues W - W e d R = T h u r s F=Fri
:':.'•<•,' 12:00 - 2 :

The Final Draft!
Duuude, Yaaah, Totally!
Kudos to those thoughtful friends
of the inebriated soul at Psi-U Saturday
night who held his feet while he held
onto the fence with his hands. "C'mon
man, do it! Do it!," the friends coached,
hoping for some good old Spring
Weekend Spew, "Do it! Think about tomorrow when you will be dry heaving!" Dry heaving? Genny Swillers
know best; any heaving is bound to be
very wet.
Duh, Part I

Around Trinity'hassomesneakydeaky knuckleheads at Trinity who
like to draw with magic markers on
the heads of other passed-out students
at parties. On the LSC quad on Sunday
(technically a party), AT was amazed
to witness one rather dazed Couch Clot
being written on in front of the whole
school. It's almost exam time, folks time to wake up and smell the reality.
Unless, of course, your reality is passing out in front of the whole school
with a band playing right in front of
you.
That's Cooky, Man. Nuts
Brains of the Week: Three crafty
concert crazies on Sunday stole the
couch out from under the guys sitting^
behind them, covered it witri a tapes-'"
try, and claimed it was theirs when
confronted by the confounded and curious creatures to whom the couch
originally belonged. The pilferers got
Campus Safety to make a sort of informal restraining order against the rightful owners (they believed the thieves,
of course). When the couch-nappers
left to dance, the owners claimed their
possession and proceeded to not get up
for the rest of the afternoon. How did
they pass the time? With homework,
what else? The Gotta-Study-GottaStudy-Award for the semester goes to
those plucky perservererers who highlighted their way through the Violent
Femmes. Come to think of it, that was
probably the best way to spend the
time during that and the previous
band.
Duh, Part If

Where do we find these kids? Two
Smart and Funny hipsters broke into
the Hall dining room during
Hallapalooza and carved their names
(their names!) in really big letters on
the wood dining tables. Their names!
They didn't carve someone else's
names, their carved THEIR OWN
names. See, so whoever saw the tables
would know who did it because they
kinda hinted themselves as the culprits
when they carved THEIR NAMES onto
the tables.

Class Day Time
MW
8:30-9:45AM

Examination Time
5 / 5 12:00 PM

MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF

9:00-9:50 AM
10:00 -10:50 AM
11:00-11:50 AM
12:00-12:50 PM

5/5
5/2
5/7
5/8

12:00 PM
9:00 AM
12:00 PM
12:00 PM

M

1:15-3:55 PM

5/6 12:00 PM

W

1:15 - 3:55 PM

5/5 3:00 PM

MR

6:45-8:00 PM

5/5 6:45 PM

TR
TR
TR
TR
TR

8:30-9:45 PM
9:55-11:10 PM
11:20-12:35 PM
1:15-2:30 PM
2:40 -3:55 PM

5/1
5/6
5/8
5/5
5/7

T

6:45-9:15 PM

5/6 6:45 PM

WF
VVF

1:15 - 2:30 PM
2:40-3:55 PM

5/5 3:00 PM
5/2 12:00 PM

W

6:45-9:15 PM

5/7 6:45 PM

3:00 PM
9:00 AM
3:00 PM
9:00 AM
9:00 AM
:
&rhah CatholicMass: ::€)h
•:Fr.RaymondSmialowski '

Multiple-section courses which have a common examination are exceptions co this arrangement; the examination times for those courses are as follows:
Econ 101
sections 1& 2
sections3&4
sectlons5&6
Econ 301
both sections
Econ 302
both sections

5/8 9:00 AM
5/8 9:00 AM
5/8 9:00AM

McCook Auditorium
LSC Auditorium
AAC320

5/8 900 AM

CT105

5/8

LSC 134

900 AM

MathlOl
5
<s!lpS5StIvl'1'*
' ° 3,Qjrty C l 105
Math 107
' :
both sections 5/6 3:00 PM AAC320
Math 132
all sections
5/6 3:00 PM LSC Auditorium
PhyslO2
both sections 5/7 3:00 PM McCook Auditorium

The Portrait of A Lady (PG-13)

Come To The
Tripod Meetings at
930 Tuesday Nights
In The
Jackson Dorm!

Wed - Sat, April 30 - May 3 7:30 PM

(1996) Directed by Jane Campion. Screenplay by Laura Jones, based on the novel by Henry James. Cast: Nicole
Kidman, John Malkovich, Barbara Hershey, Martin Donovan, Shelly Winters, Shelley Duvall. It is easy to see what
drew filmmaker Jane Campion (The Piano) to Henry James' novel: it contains two of the most complex and authentic
female characters found in Western literature. Isabel Archer (Nicole Kidman) is an intelligent young American woman
who travels to England and finds herself torn by indecision over the direction of her life. Madame Merle (Barbara
Hershey) is a Machiavellian figure who first appears as a mentor to Archer, but operates out of her own murky motives. Never lingering over the period costumes and sets, Campion's direction stays intensely focused on the fascinating inner world of her characters. "Far and away the bestfihn of the year!" - Amy Taubin, Village Voice. 144 min.

Scream (R)

Fri - Sat, May 2 - 3

10:25 PM

(1996) Directed by Wes Craven. Screenplay by Kevin Williamson. Cast: Drew Barrymore, Neve Campbell, Skeet
Ulrich, Courtney Cox. When Drew Barrymore is interrupted while cooking Jiffy Pop on the stove by the phone call
of a loony killer, you can be sure that Wes Craven is having a great time poking fun at the very genre that he perfected
in Nightmare on Elm Street. Although the small town kids in Scream (including Neve Campbell and Skeet Ulrich)
knowingly discuss the hard and fast "rules" of survival in horror flicks, it remains to be seen if they can escape the
grasp of an inventively masked bogeyman with murder on his mind. 100 min.

And That's A Fact, Jack!

S w i s h e s the Trinity community
the best for the summer, next semester,
and the rest of their lives (for those seniors lurking amongst us). For those of
you out there who were offended, perturbed, disturbed, taken aback, or otherwise turned off by reading about
you or your friends in Around Trinity, too freakin' bad! For the rest of ya,
thanks for your good humor and patience, especially if you have read this
far. You are a trooper!

Ulysses' Gaze (not rated)

Sunday, May 4
Sun - Tues, May 4 - 6

2:30 PM
7:30 PM

(Greece, 1997) Directed by Theo Angelopoulos. Screenplay by Angelopoulos, Tonino Guerra and Petros Markaris.
Music by Eleni Karaindrou. Cast: Harvey Keitel, Maia Morgenstern, and Erland Josephson. Among actors of a certain
age, Harvey Keitel stands out for his choice of working with daring directors, from Martin Scorsese to Jane Campion
to Abel Ferrara. In Theo Angelopoulos' poetic and risky film, Keitel plays a Greek filmmaker searching for three
missing reels of a forgotten film that he hopes will bring new meaning to his life. On his Homeric quest through the
haunted landscapes of Albania, Romania and what was once Yugoslavia, he becomes a witness to the troubled aftermath of Communism. The cast also features Erland Josephson (Scenes From a Marriage) as one of the last cinephiles
in Sarajevo, and Maia Morgenstern (The Oaf;) as a number of different women who mysteriously appear during the
filmmaker's journey. A Hartford Premiere. 180 min.
-Compiled by Christine McCarthy-McMorris
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Through Saturday, May 31
Visitors to the WatkinsonLibrary can explore the significant influence of Greek and Latin Classics in 18th
century Britain in an exciting new exhibit: Bentley's
World: The Greek and Latin Classics and Their Influence on 18th Century Britain. The exhibition, while
touching on the architectural influence of the Classics,
stresses the way printing and literature were imbued
with ideas and an artistic sensibility deeply indebted
to Greece and Rome. The exhibition was prepared by
Dr. Jeffrey H. Kaimowitz, Curator of the Watkinson Library. For more information, you may call 297-2266 or
297-2268

Through Sunday, June 8
An exhibition of contemporary art, primarily by artist working in California, is currently at the Yale University Art Gallery, 1111 Chapel Street, New Haven, CT.
This exhibition, entitled Hawaiian Eye:CollectingContemporary Art with Thurston Twtgg- Smith, includes
paintings, prints, and sculpture, both by modern masters and younger, emerging artists, most of them acquired over the past two decades by a Yale Alumnus
who is a lifelong resident of Hawaii, For more information, call (203) 432-0600. The museum and the sculpture garden of the Yale University Art Gallery are open
to the public, free of charge. The Gallery is open Tuesday through Sunday, 10 AM to 5 PM.

Tuesday, April 29
Reading Days Begin

Athletic Lockers
Students are reminded they are to empty their lockers in the Ferris Athletic Center by Monday, May 5,1997,
and return athletic equipment, lock and towels to the
equipment room. Have a good summer.

Legislative Internship Support
Fund

8:45 PM

There will be a Republican Club
Meeting in McCook 307.

9:30PM

There will be a TrinCollJournal
meeting in Cook B.

Wednesday, April 30
Reading Days End

Financial Support is available for legislative internships this summer. The William Cotter Congressional
Internsh ip Fu nd, endowed in memory of U.S. Congressman William R. Cotter, Trinity '49, provides a stipend
for students doing internships in the offices of any
United States Senator or Representative. Preference is
given to internships with Connecticut Senators and
Representatives and to legislative interns in Washington, DC. If you are planning such an internship this
summer,,you may receive some financial support from
this fund. Please submit a statement of need and a letter of acceptance from your internship placement to the
Internship Office by May 15 to apply for a stipend.

8:00 PM

The film Larger Than Life starring
Bill Murray will be shown in the
Cave.

9:30 PM

Open Mike Night will be held in
the Underground.

Wednesday, May 1
Final Exams Begin
Thursday, May 8
Final Exams End

Apartment Available in Early May
Five room, partly furnished apartment in three-family, owner-occupied home, located next to the Trinity
campus. Off-street parking. Utilities and security deposit. Preference given to long-term Trinity employees.
Call x2430 or 525-4147 for additional information.
-Clyde McKee, Political Science.

Saturday, May 10
12:00 PM

Dorms close for students who are
not involved in Commencement
Exercises

Summer in Connecticut
* *

*

Have A Great
Summer Break!!!
**** *

Looking for work this summer (or beyond)? Stamford, CT family is looking for child-care, live-in or out.
Must drive, non-smoking preferred. Lots of sports and
swimming for two children ages 5 and 8, working mom.
Full use of car available, room and board. Perfect opportunity for student, kids are in camp part of the time.
Must have flexible schedule. If interested, calljudy at
203-968-1310 (evenings) 212-614-7867 (days).

Good Luck and
Congratulations
to the
Trinity College
Class of 199711

IS
Check out the Tripod's web page at
www,,Uincoll.edu/uifo/pub^student/
tripod
*

*

*

•

*

•

*

•

*
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*

HELP WANTED
Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, May 1
Prices: $7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860)568-8810
11:30 AM; 12:00 PM; 1:50 PM; 2:30 PM; 4:30 PM; 5:00 PM; 7:10 PM; 7:40 PM; 9:40 PM;
10:10 PM
11:20 AM; 1:50 PM; 4:20 PM; 7:00 PM; 9:25 PM
The Saint (PG-13)
11:40 AM
That Old Feeling (PG)
11:20 AM; 1:40 PM; 4:00 PM; 4:00 PM; 7:30 PM; 9:45 PM
Romy and Michelle (R)
11:25 PM; 2:05 PM; 4:45 PM; 7:25 PM; 10:05 PM
Paradise Road (R)
11:30 AM; 2:00 PM; 2:25 PM; 4:30 PM; 4:55 PM; 7:15 PM; 7:45 PM; 9:45 PM; 10:15 PM
Murder at 1600 (R)
McHale'sNavy(PG)
11:50 AM; 2:25 PM; 4:50 PM
Liar Liar (PG)
12:45 PM; 2:10 PM; 3:00 PM; 4:30 PM; 5:15 PM; 7:05 PM; 7:30 PM; 9:15 PM; 9:45 PM
Grosse Point Blank (R)
11:35 AM; 2:20 PM; 4:40 PM; 7:50 PM; 10:05 PM
Devil's Own (R)
7:10PM; 9:35PM
Chasing Amy (R)
11:40 AM; 2:05 PM; 4:35 PM; 7:20 PM; 9:40 PM
Anaconda (PG-13)
11:15 AM; 11:45 AM; 1:30 PM; 2:00 PM; 4:15 PM; 4:45 PM: 7:15 PM; 7:45 PM; 9:20 PM;
10:00 PM
8 Heads in a Dufflebag (R) 11:55 AM

Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic components at home.
Experience unnecessary, will train.
Immediate openings in your local area.
call 1-520-680-7891 extension C2000.

Volcano (PG-13)

Part-time Fun Job!
Company needs out-going college people to dress in
provided uniforms to pass out snack samples in retail
grocery stores in the Hartford/Springfield area during
May-June.
Sports, dance team, acting/singing experience
helpful. $8.00 an hour.
Call 1-800-355-4756

Newington Cinemas - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Times are valid through Thursday, May 1
Prices: $5.50 adults; $3.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860)666-1401
Selena (PG)
Jerry Maguire (R)
Sixth Man (PG-13)
Scream (R)

7:10 PM; 9:25 PM; 9:45 PM; 12:00 AM
7:00PM; 9:25PM; 9:35PM; 12:00AM
7:20 PM; 9:15 PM
9:25 PM; 11:15 PM

Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, Next to the Webster Bank
Times are valid through Thursday, May 1
, Prices: $3.50 general admission; $2.50 matinees
For scheduling information, call (860) 232-2820

FOR SALE:
1969 Pontiac Firebird
Rebuilt Ram-Air Engine, Automatic Transmission
New Interior, New Tires
Original Paint
$7,000
Call x3069 For Details

rV

Jerry Maguire (R)
Empire Strikes Back (PG)

7:00 PM; 9:40 PM
7:15 PM; 9:40 PM

*
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The Lighter Side Of Getting Ready To Go
Fun Ways To Make Packing A Party
BY LINDA PACYLOWSKI

Features Writer

For some it is a relief, for some it is sad,
for some it is a matter of complete indifference, but the school year is now over.
We had our Spring Weekend and the
Spring sport seasons are wrapping up. It
is time to pack up our rooms, take down
the posters, and patch up the holes in our
walls that we made in September when
we used to get drunk every night of the
week. For you, 1 have some advice to
make the packing process just a little
more fun.
First of all, take down the posters and
tapestries last. They are the easiest to do
and you may think that by taking them
down, you'll be super motivated to pack
up everything else in a such manner.
However, taking down your wall decorations will expose the bright white
walls which are now covered in teeny
staple and thumb-tack holes. You will
feel as if you are in a sanitarium, or at
best, a really dirty hospital room.
There is no need to give yourself the
extra grief by institutionalizing your
room. You will avoid your room and you
will not pack up anything else because
of this. You will watch many, many
movies to avoid your room (given that
your TV is in your common room and,
of course, that you have a common
room). You will spend much time in
other people's rooms to avoid your room.
Taking down your posters and tapestries
must come last. Don't convince yourself
that there's something out there that will
motivate you to do anything. We all
know better.
;
'-SfeQH.dly, when, stuffing the.pffen.- ,
sively sized holes in your walls in order
to patch them up, throw in some fun
stuff. Like your roommate's underwear.
Or your roommate's girlfriend's under-

Did mom and dad find something they shouldn't have when they
came to pick you up?

T.K.MACKAY

you ever lived this day? One day without "Days of Our Lives." All who watch
know how much happens in one day,
and imagine if you can, what it would
be like to miss a Friday "Days." That's
when all the really fun things happen.
' One day without checking your voice
mail. Just think of how many important
messages you'd be missing. How many
important phone calls that wouldn't
come in. I know how many times you
check Voice Mail. Can you live without
that?
So when you start your packing, find
out if you need to leave stuff out to keep
you occupied. Like construction paper
and glue to make collages. Without
communication with the outside
world, you will appreciate technology
that much more. Do you really want to
endure that?
Lastly, make sure you get rid of everything. There is no hiding that empty
bottle of Tequila when mom and dad
look under the bed to make sure you
packed your plastic comforter case. Ladies, get rid of the "tightie whities."
They're not yours and mom will wonder
whose they are. Maybe you will too.
Gentlemen, give the ladies their panty
hose back. Do not use it to tie your comforter into a roll. Do not use it to wrap
around your over-stuffed duffel bag. It's
an article of feminine fashion, not rope.

Third, sign your name everywhere. can have it." You're one shirt richer. Yaffa
Everywhere fun. Under the bed frame, blocks and crates are just annoying. You
on the back walls of your closet. Every- know you'll use them next year, but they
one loves discovering things and a few take up so much room and it's not worth
fun words create a year full of good times. it to put them in storage, so give it to that
My freshman year in Frobb, my room- friend who will love and treat them
mate and I discovered who lived in our right. CDs, tapes- if one person doesn't
room the year before by the largely written "Home of Shooter" written on our
Ladies, get rid of the "tightie whities." They're not
furniture. We spent all year looking for
yours and mom will wonder whose they are. Maybe
who Shooter was and when at a party we
heard someone say his name, we laughed
you will too. Gentlemen, give the ladies their panty
about it all night. If he.didn't write those
hose back Do not use it to tie your comforter into a
three words, we would not have hadthat
roll.
motivation driving us all year long.
•••'•.• So-go ahiead1cieateiaGrpsswq]r4puzzl,e
under your desk. Write poetry on the
edge of your bed frame. Add on to what listen to a band, and another does- Use this packing time as an opportunity
was already written. Think of how doesn't it make sense that the one who to smile about experiences that hapmuch fun the entering freshman of the listens should be the one who owns? It's pened earlier in the year and to get rid of
a good time for trading. You can swap all evidence of its existence. Nobody
your Vanilla Ice for their Extreme. needs to know. That's what the summer
wouldn't it be fun to punch a hole in your wall and
There's an audience out there for every- is for.
one and what you may think of as a bad
All in all, packing up your room is
find some panties inside?
purchase could be turned into some- more annoying than anything else. It
thing that you'll be happy about. Pack- must be done. It takes up time. Time
wear. Or your roommate's girlfriend's Class of 2048 would have discovering ing up includes organizing things, so this that's better spent watching movies.
roommate's underwear. Or maybe some who's "Home" his room was for over the is a good time to work these trades and Time that's better spent in Crossroad's
prophylactics. Or some food, preferably course of fifty years. Think of how sad deals out.
Cafe. So take my advice, don't do it all in
perishable. Something smelly. Write a . it would be for him if he had the same
If you have roommates, try to not be one day. Do it all in two days. Don't, feel
fake love note from a professor. Prefer- furniture as we did. It's a fun way to hold the last one to leave. Chances are, you bad when you see other people spending
ably from one who teaches here. Put in a onto those good times of the year, when didn't bring the refrigerator, TV, phone, three or four days doing it. Because as
piece of pornographic material. If there it's at the end. Write your name. It'll be VCR, stereo, and microwave. You can do David Chang '99 says, "It doesn't matter
is a hole in the wail from you, than some- your last chance to,
without the microwave. You can even do what other people think about you anyone else could just as easily put in a hole
Fourth, drop on by for a visit with without the refrigerator. But imagine way. It's all in your heart."
in that same wall, too.
friends while they pack. What tends to one day without a phone and a TV Have
Plus, wouldn't it be fun to punch a happen is that half of the things in your
whole in your wall and find some pant- room are useless. Therefore, you can be
ies inside? Think of the fun story you convinced, or persuaded, to rid yourself
have to tell your friends. Maybe there's of them. One man's garbage is another
underwear in your wall already. Maybe man's treasure. While they pack their
you should do some excavating. The clothes, you can say "That's a real nice
more holes you make, the more holes shirt, I like that a lot. I've never seen you
there will be to put fun stuff in for some- wear it before." Maybe they never really
do wear it. Maybe they'll say "Here, you
one else to find later.
10,Whathappe:
ear Assault?

Top Ten Things Overheard At The
Spring

RoggFs Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493

9. Hey, that's my coucht
8, That's a big horn youVegotthere, Mr. ?emme.
7. Are those TCERT guys listing or something?
6.1 will throw beer atftd you jwiltlike i t : <
5. Don't mess with TCAC crowd coikrol, dude.,
4. Ill pay you 6 bucks for that Genny..
3. Where do I get a refund?

:

2. Play a song we know, Cordon,
I Mac and Cheese, anyone?

.

,
,

:
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Madame Zorinde
Papa's Out.She'sBack In!
Hell ¥eah!
TAURUS

N

~

AFR 20 - MAY 20

OK, this is your last chance to shake off
that record for being the most boring
person on campus. This Friday a short
and pudgy stranger will approach you
and want to grind. But that doesn't really make it different from any other
weekend night now, does it? Don't
worry, they'll give up on you and a redhead in a green shirt will step in. Make
sure you smile for a change and you're
guaranteed that it will stay plastered
on your face for the rest of the night.

M

SCORPIO
OCT25-NOV21

Hey baby, you were a party animal this
weekend! It's about time. All your
friends are talking about you behind
your back-you've become a downer
and everybody knows it. Keep up the
partying. It's the last week of school
and your bedtime buddy can take a
back seat (no, not with you) to your
friends these last few days of school.

SAGITTARIUS.
NOV22-DE.C2!

GEMINI
MAY 21 -JUNK)
Whoa! You let loose a little too hardcore over Spring Weekend, but don't let
that stop you. Only one more week end
to get in those last minute hookups, so
don't get shy now, Thursday night an
acquaintance from across campus will
give you the eye. Get ready to rumble!

The Funk Master is in the house! Yes,
that's you, my friend. Your life has been
about as lively as a cesspool lately, but
that's all about to change. Don't ask me
why, but wear all blue on Sunday-all
blue, baby. If you do, everything you've
wanted to happen for the past semester will come true. If not, you're life
will go to hell in a hand basket faster
than Marty can say, "No comment."

CArRlCORN
•

CANCER
V
JUN21 -JUL22

DEC 22-JAN 15>

too racy for you. Your neighbors are
complaining about all of the
moaning...little do they know that it's
just you and your Mac. This week, put
yourself out there. At the rate your libido is working, all you need is a warm
body. And that's all you'll get.

You're not as desperate as you seemed
last weekend. You could be found out
by the Psi-U fence, begging for mercy
from the Puke God, needing to wipe
the boot juice from your moutirso you
could turn around and kiss that
hookup that shouldn't have been. This
Wednesday, get yourself out in the late
night for a study break and don't ignore
that brunette in the corner. You need
someone to stimulate your intellect,
not just stimulate. Don't sell out.

LEO

AQUARIUS

JUL.25-AUG22

JAN2O-TE5 IS

You are one hot, sexy, wild son of a gun!
OK, that's a lie, but since you've got an
ego, I thought I'd feed it a little; hey, it
never hurts with you people. But seriously, you are in need of a little more
than compliments at this point. You've
been characteristically un-Leo this
past month. Push those books aside,
throw on some of your sauciest attire
and shake that groove thang! Friday
night that certain blonde will notice.

When the moon is in the seventh
house and you actually learn to get
your butt out of your room, then sex
will guide your pathetic life. This is the
dawning of the week of Aquarius,
that's right, kiddo.. It's your week. All
your moons a re in line, your planets are
happy, and you are in the prime time
for lubbin'. Yep, Lubbin'...it's that good.

You are sick! Man, your Netscape is
maxing out on the nudie page count

VIRGO
AUG23-5E.PT 22
All right, the year is coming to a close
and it's time to get down to business.
That blonde who's always hanging
around? What do you think they're
waiting for? For you to go home as
"friends"? Come on, let's get real. If
you're going to play the coy act, you
ain't gonna get any, so face up to your
pathetic state and make a move. Don't
be a wimp—you've done that to death.

f!5CES
FE.B 19-MAR20

You never stop! That quest for the perfect mate is always on the top of your
list and from the looks of you this
weekend, it was.no different. This
week, your last week here, just take it
easy. Follow my advice for once and it
will come your way. You've waited
long enough and Saturday, whoever's
left will look your way, take your hand
and show you the way to paradise!

ARIES
X.

5EJT23-OCTU

Yeah, you think it's gonna happen.
You're going to link eyes across a
crowded room, you'll be looking hot,
they'll be licking their lips, it'll all happen. Yeah, that's the way the last week
of school always goes for you, right?
Get a life! The time you spend in your
delusional world of sexual fantasy
could be spent calling 900 numbers.
Friday night is all yours, baby!

MAR 21 -AFR \9

This is your last chance for a good
horoscope and Madame Zorinde is
coming through for you...I get the job
done. Stick around this weekend and
an attractive nymph in a purple shirt
will seek you out through a crowded
room. Don't pass it up as easily as you
normally would. If you want something to really happen, you need more
help than my predictions...as insightful as they, of course, are.
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Sushi's Popularity Soars..,

Some Fishy Business
BY LISA HARRISON

Features Editor

Sushi. Call it a rage. Call it a trend.
But, whatever you do, just don't refer to
it as "raw fish"... at least not at Trinity.
Let's face it, recently there has been a
sharp increase in the consumption of
this delicacy, and everybody who is anybody is getting out the chopsticks.
Lucky for the Trinity community,
there are two popular Japanese restaurants nearby that serve up a wide selection of sushi: Ichiban, located in
downtown Hartford and Osaka, which
is a short car ride away in West Hartford's
upscale center. Of course 1, being listlessly sucked into the trend, have dined
at both establishments and find them
equally tasty. However, this is not an article comparing the two. Being just recently inclined to suggest Japanese food
as an alternative to the all-too-popular,
and my favorite, Italian, I am certainly
not qualified to comment on the quality
of the fish I now shovel into my mouth.
In fact, my first experience at a Japanese restaurant is still vividly ingrained
in my memory. It was only a couple of
months ago that I was talked into going
out for sushi by my roommate. Being the
somewhat wary eater that I am, I did not
just dive head-first into this experience,
but rather I must admit, I transferred a
salad at the Cave before I went. Hey, you
never know and it's better to be safe than
hungry.
Walking into the restaurant, I was
immediately overwhelmed by the smell.
Let's just say, there was no doubt in my
mind that raw fish was their speciality.

I felt like I was on the docks of the Chesapeake. Looking at the menu, I began to
get a little nervous, my palms began to
sweat, my face turned crimson... but
then I noticed something, call it a gift,
call it a miracle: chicken terriyaki. Good,
old-fashioned chicken. COOKED
chicken.
While there was no doubt that I was
going to order the chicken, I could not
be wholly outdone by the expert sushigoers that I had accompanied. To prevent humiliation, I had to order at least
one piece of sushi. It was recommended
that I try a tuna roll which consists of
raw tuna, rice, and seaweed.
When the waitress brought out the
chicken and the fish, I must admit that I
was more than willing to allow somebody else to eat my sushi, but I could immediately tell this was not going to
happen. "What are my options?" 1
thought as I began to panic. So, maybe I
did contemplate the little kid trick of
holding my nose while I chewed and
swallowed. Maybe, I also thought of accidentally dropping my piece on the
floor, and maybe, just maybe, I considered feigning an illness and running
from the restaurant while holding my
hand over my mouth. Looking back, I
don't know what kept me there, but it
was probably the smell of my sizzling
platter of chicken.
1 did eat the tuna roll, but I must admit I have never eaten something so pur-

posely lathered with soy sauce in my life.
Despite all of my preconceived notions,
I sort of liked i t. I'm not saying that right
then and there I would have traded in my
fork for a set of chopsticks, but I knew
that I would give this sushi-thing a try.
Since my first experience at Osaka,
which was initially clouded with serious
misgivings, I have been for sushi four
times. To all those sushi-haters, the analogy I like to make is that just like beer:
the more sushi you eat, the better it tastes.
However, judging by the trends on this
campus, it doesn't seem as though I have
much convincing to do.
Not only do people go out for sushi
constantly, but the latest thing is to have
sushi study breaks. In my dorm we have
had two study breaks this year. The treat
for the first one was pizza and the snack

for the second was what else sushi. Interestingly, about five people showed up
for the first break. Now, let me just add
that this pizza was not from ABC or
something, (not that this would normally stop a hungry Trinity studenObut
this pizza was from Harry's in West
Hartford. I'm not particularly sure where
the sushi was from, but obviously this
didn't matter as a large portion of the
dorm showed up at 8:30 sharp to claim
their sushi. It was all gone in about seven
minutes. Sadly, there were no leftovers.
So why the sushi craze at Trinity? According to Phil Warner '98 "it tastes
good." Susan O'Hare '99 adds to this by
suggesting "sushi is both a healthy and
an exotic alternative." There is no doubt
that this does have a lot to do with it. I
mean you definitely feel hip when you
remove your shoes and sit in a paper
room eating sushi with your pals. But
this "exotic" dining experience one could
argue has really taken off this semester.
Lisa Welker '99 comments, "A lot of

freaky things go on in the spring and 1
guess sushi is just part of that."
Some people, however, refuse to be a
part of the crowd. Linda Pacylowski '99
standing apart from the rest, asserts,
"Nothing disgusts me more than the
thought of eating raw fish. I'd rather die."
While I must understand that there are
always going to be people who will not
conform, sushi-lovers everywhere will
attest that they are certainly missing out.
I will close with one final tip for those
who will rush out to try sushi after reading this article. Do not attempt to "wash
sushi down" with a swig of Sake (Japanese wine). The wine like the fish tastes
VERY different.
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Finding Out What You've Gotten Yourself Into For Next Year...

Sealing Your Fate At The Housing Lottery
BY BRANDON BARNES

Features Writer

Every year each dorm gets a new batch
of students who in turn make up the
personality of that area of living on campus. Some dorms have reputations
which withstand the test of time such
as the serenity of Funston or the wildness of High Rise. Others seem to change
over time especially freshmen dorms
since their occupants are chosen randomly. Last year, Frobb and Little were
known to be extremely rowdy at all
hours of the day and night while often
exchanging blows in a bitter dorm rivalry which still carries on amongst the
now-sophomores. With such distinct
characteristics of each dorm it becomes
necessary that we make one of those ever
popular lists to convey what the student
body thought of each habitat in hopes
of giving everybody a good idea of wha t
they have gotten themselves into for next
year. Each dorm has had both its residents and nonresidents interviewed in
order to give an appropriate label to each
dorm. Yes we know that labels are evil,
however, if it wasn't for them you
wouldn't know whether you were eating
"Chicken Noodle" or "Cream of Mushroom" when it came to Campbell's soup.
ORL can't give you this information, but
lean. Here we go...

will not be excluded to only seniors. Seniors have to work on the thesis; Juniors
don't. There will probably be fewer noise
complaints than a Funston party.
Quality of Living**** 1/2
Party Factor:):):)
Ogilby:
Most of us haven't seen the inside of
this dorm, but then again, most of us
aren't in "The Hall". Sources say that this
is arguably the nicest dorm on campus
with a luxurious three room doubles and
its own eating facility. With close access
,to St. Anthony's Hall, its occupants usually don't have a problem with its location, however rumor has it that there is a
large price tag associated with getting in.
Quality of Living*****
Party Factor N/A
Jarvis:
Okay, the rooms aren't the biggest in
the world, but, this place does boast as
being one of the best locations on campus. Just open up the window of a double
and watch all of the drunk students
walk by on a Friday night. During the
spring, just blast the music and toss the
frisbee. The singles may be the smallest
rooms on campus (with a lousy view),
however the cramped quarters of the
singles often make the doubles feel like
palaces.. .small palaces. Most everybody
lives here since its so big, and the halls

Location is key in the room-selection process.

Quality of Living**
Party Factor:):):):)

;

+1 for location

Cook, Goodwin, Woodward:
The people have fun and play their
music damn loud. It is rare that there is
nothing going on here on the weekends.
If you don't like to party avoid this place
like Broad "Lucky" Street. The common
rooms in Cook are nice, however the bedrooms are very tiny. Goodwin and
Woodward have 2-room doubles which
are damn nice, but hard to get. Cook is
usually taken up by Sophomores,
Goodwin and Woodward by Seniors.
Does this dorm have cable? Nope; however let's just say that with a little work,
you won't have to go down to the "Tap"
to catch Sports Center. The location is
great for talking to people as they pass
*%, and it too has the advantage of being
on the quad.

[YV yVA.TRINCOO.EDU]

Funston (aka. Fun-town):
A quieter version of Wheaton with
better furniture. Don't think that the
nice rooms will make up for noise restrictions if you like to get silly. You'll
get slapped with a noise complaint faster
than the ravioli's are gone at Mather. According to those who live in Funston,
there is rarely a problem with noise complaints. I'm not gonna risk it, plus, this
dorm is dangerously close to MCEC...
Scary. Shh!
Quality of Living * * * *
Party Factor:(
Anadama/Stowe/Clemens:
These rooms are usually the last to
go, however they offer a different style of
living. The wrong room pick could leave
you with a nice view of a brick wall. The
thin walls of Anadama are rumored to

The upperclassmen flood this place with eight floors
of keggage while getting a nice view of Hartford on
one side, and nice view of the Bistro on the other.
We're lucky that this pile of dii t turned into a new dorm for next year.

High Rise:
The upperclassmen flood this place
with eight floors of "keggage" while getting a nice view of Hartford on one side,
and nice view of the Bistro on the other.
Some of the lower floors often get a nice
view of "North Campus love" which is a
good time for the peeping Tom. Although the walks of shame are often
long ones for those coming and going
from this dorm, expect this to change as
the center of campus moves north with
the new student center. We haven't heard
too many complaints of broken elevators
as we have in past years, so the stairwell
should remain a non-factor for those
who come in from late night The rooms
are spacious and fully equipped with
free cable. A good time.
Quality of Living****
Party Factor:) 0001/2

nit

mni

°
are nice and comfortable for lounging
with the buds. Lots of fun in this dorm,
frequent parties, and only a hill up from
"H&L." If you're lucky enough to live in
Jarvis Towers the party factor goes up a
couple of notches, but you have to know
someone on the Tripod staff in order to
get one of these babies. They're big, very
bigQuality of Living * * +1 for location
Party Factor:):) 0

leak the noise of love into neighboring
rooms and break easily by the force of a
human fist. Equipped with kitchen
units, these guys have access to cooked
goods after a night with the "buds." The
party scene is always private except for
extremely rare occasions, and the location is not a good time (except for "Tap,
Sams, Package accessibility," Crow and
Elmo). However, the residents of this
dorm don't seem to be bothered with
their seclusion. If you are lucky enough
to get one of the Quads or Doubles,
they're bigger than the pupils of a "Sam's
employee." Otherwise, those bedrooms
get really crowded... no significant others!
Quality of Living * * * * -1 for location
Party Factor:):)

Wheaton/Smith:
These quads, triples, and singles are
very nice with their singles/common
room setup, and the singles are quite an
upgrade from Jarvis, however the architecture does leave something to be desired, and the view just plain stinks. This
year's resident, and my second favorite
Tripod writer, Linda Pacylowski '99 says
of her experience with Smith, "I will now
be living on Hudson Street thanks to the
Northam:
These are some sweet rooms right A rating, but it sure was fun living next
dab smack in the middle of campus. The to Fun-town." The private party factor
common rooms are gigantic and many is decent, and occasionally Smith was
of the more creative types make use of known to have one of their infamous
the high ceilings. These are usually "Around the Worlds," however the locataken up by seniors, however it will only
be open for one semester next year, so
Either way its up to you, the student, to

Yes, we know that labels are evil, however, if it wasn't
for them you wouldn't know whether you were eating
"Chicken Noodle" or "Cream of Mushroom" when it
came to Campbell's soup.
New Dorm:
Previously a dorm for all seniors, it
is made up mostly of singles, spacious
singles unlike the cells in Jarvis. Otherwise known as, "The Hospital" for its
bright, uncomfortable setting (e.g.. no
carpeting, white walls, sterile), this dorm
remains relatively quiet with the exception of the quads and the rooms surrounding it. The largest complaint often
comes from the men who complain of
the lack of urinals which makes for large
messes come Sunday. Expect this dorm
to become a lot louder next year since it

Quality of Living * * * +1 for location
(Goodwin Woodward * * * * +1)
. Party Factor:):):):) 1/2

anything is possible. A room on the
fourth floor is reserved for "Crow", so
non-brothers can scratch that beauty off
the list. Party-wise, it's difficult miss
many of the parties and kegs that usually end up spilling outside once the
weather gets warmer. The only bad part
about Northam is the lack of an elevator
which really hurts at 4:00 am on Sunday morning. Bathrooms may not be
very accessible seeing that many of the
upper levels have decided to water the
long walk on many occasions. Watch
out below!

control what
happens in you're dorm; take the initiative and bring
kegs to Funston or have lights out at I l;OO in High
Rise

tion also leaves something to be desired.
Accessibility to bars and package stores
is better than North Campus housing,
however these dorms seem way too close
to Life Science Quad which isn't quite as
popular as the main quad come spring.
Yet you can walk from Smith through
Jackson and out of Wheaton without
leaving the indoors. Loudness isn't a
problem here, nor is it discouraged, plus
they're really close to those lovely freshmen dorms. Furthermore, Wheaton's so
close to the Medical Center.
Quality of Living * * * *
Party Factor 000

Of course this does not speak for
everybody, and things will definitely
change next year with the renovation of
Goodwin/Wood ward and the closing of
Northam for second semester. It usually
happens that people end up loving the
place that they thought they would really hate (and some people end up hating the place they thought they would
hate).
Either way it's up to you, the student,
to control what happens in you're dorm;
take the initiative and bring kegs to
Funston or have lights out at 11:00 in
High Rise. Anything is possible with a
little motivation and no fear of getting
severely disabled by one of your neighbors.

Fine Food
24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860) 278-4334 (860) 278-4527
Pizzas

Sides & Salads
$ 3.50
Topping ....$ .50 Maricoppi Bread
Topping ....$1.00 A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
Topping ...$2.50 Chef Salad
$ 6.00

Small (12")........ $ 5.00
Large (16")
, $ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00

Greek Salad
Tuna Salad
Antipasto
Tossed Salad

Toppings
Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives

Mushroom
Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers

Onions
Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon

Subs & Grinders
BLT
Meatball
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami
Pepperoni
Tuna
Ham & Cheese

Specialty Pizzas
S
L
Sheet
Red Veggie Design . . . . . $8.50/13.00 /23.00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh totna-

Meatless
Eggplant
Italian
Roast B e e f . . . . . . . .
Turkey
Veal
Turkey & Bacon . . .
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami
Steak & Cheese
Gyro

A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

$10.00 /15.00 /29.50

Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.
.

Max's Preferred . . .

$8.50 /13.00 / 23.00

Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

Hot for the Heart

$8.00 /12.00 / 23.00

Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.

Deep Spinach Pie Pizza

2 Large Pizzas

!

Cheese +1 Topping
Only $15 tax incl.
278-4334

Large Pizza

r

!

-Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter soda.
Only $10 tax incl.

a

278-4334

.......
.......
......
......

[a

Small Pizza

Gyro
1 can soda + bag chips
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334

Buy Large Pizza
with Cheese

a

Get 2 Liter Soda FREE
278-4334

i
A

g B9

Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda g
Only $7 tax incl.
8
278-4334
8

i.

I
I
I

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

$8.00Plentyfortwo!
i

.1-1"'

.......

Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

$10.00 / 13.50

An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.

S
g
1
8
8

.......

"'tSfe

White Veggie Design .. TT
Cajun Shrimp Pie

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$4.00

FREE can soda
& Garlic Bread

with Any Salad
278-4334

9

a

I

i
a.

•I"

r

Any Calzone
Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334

a

a i

i I 2 Whole Grinders a
si
a
Only $10.95 tax incl.

aa
•a

278-4334

i*

Call in Your Order -- Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. -- Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.

s
a
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Dance Festival Ends The Year With Style
"Bedtime Stories" and "Arise" show faculty and student dance expertise

Students Performed An Ecstatic Although Good, "Arise"Brought
Together Too Many Dances
Final Class Performance

k Vr jfc Vr

performer embodied the movements,
BY AWEUE PERRY
added to the expression of some comArts Writer
monly held beliefs and stereotypes
about witches, saints and prostitutes.
Bedtime Stories was a visually and
The meanings and interpretations
verbally provocative performance wereexplored within the performance,
staged and directed by Judy Dworiti byt more importantly, within my own
and performed by the Witches, Saints raind. After" listening to the class talk
and Prostitutes dance class. •
about thdr performance, I realized that
The combination of the taped this self reflection was a goal of theirs
voices1 and the musical selection ere-' for the audience.
ated a dreamlike atmosphere in
What they learned over the course
which 1 found myself completely Im- of the semester was that individuals
mersed,
struggle with the issues surrounding
While watching the first few mirr witches, saintsand prostitutes and the

I was caught up in the dream land that
had been created by the simple white
pajama-like costumes and the beds
which served as the only props.
utes of the performance, 1 realized that performance clearly demonstrated this
1 had forgotten that it had to do with pull in all three directions.
the theme of witches, saints and prosThe frantic- swaying and spinning
titutes.
movements along; with the explosi
that had been created by the simple vivid atmosphere.
white pajama-like costumes and the
The intensity of the performance rebeds which served as the only props.' mained throughout the entire time
But, after a few minutes it Became ex-' which kept me interested and entertremely evident that the performance tained.
would include images and ideals of ~ ' I wasextremely impressed with-Ehe
each of those three sectors.
synchronisation of movement and talBedtime Stories seemed to- be the entof the class and think that they perconcrete physical and verbal expres~ formed quite well
sion of unconscious, or subconscious
It was interesting'to see th.e cuwiithought. .
nation of a semesters' worth-of work,
The powerful narratives accompa- • and it is unfortunate if you did not get
nied by the i ntensi ty with which each a chance to see it. '-

stmicnoN STATI*

r

v

formed one of the most energizing shows
I have ever witnessed.
The amount of intensity, strength and
stamina needed for the performance was
When I went to Austin Arts this past absolutely incredible. I was blown away
Friday to see the Spring Dance Repertory by the explosiveness of the dances and
Concert, I had no idea I was in for a two highly impressed with the performance
hour plus excursion. The performances of the class. They looked like professionwere varied and unique with a lot to of- als, not to mention the fact that they
fer, but after about an hour and a half I looked as if they were all fully enjoying
was exhausted. The first performance, themselves. The music singing, cosWaiting, constructed by Jeff Foye and tumes and dance movements were all
Paige McGinley and also performed by absolutely amazing and this perforMcGinley, was quite different from what mance could not have come at a better
I had expected to see. McGinley was time because it livened everything up. I
wonderful at expressing her emotion looked around and noticed most of the
through her movement. The exactness people moving in time with the music
and deliberation of each step created an and enjoying the wonderful cultural disanxious environment in which I truly play of storytelling through dance. Affelt as if I was waiting; waiting for some- ter seeing this performance I regret not
thing explosive to happen. The musical taking the class and would recommend
accompaniment, as well as the lighting, it to anyone who wants to enjoy themalso added to the impatient atmosphere selves and learn African Dance.
being created up on stage.
Next came "Wings Over the Flame",
The second piece, 10', constructed and written and directed by Karen Bacon
performed by Foye was another one that and performed by the Velvet Lemons as
did not fit my expectations. The 10' well as some student dancers. The same
square boundary that he was confined night I saw KC's piece in Studio 471 also
within allowed him to push his move- was able to see some of this one as well.
ments and body to a new limit. I felt as It still did not prepare me for what I was
if he had the ability to challenge himself about to see. First of all, the costumes
since the area within which he was per- were crazy out of this world dresses with
forming was so small. However, 1 did not roller skates and interesting head dresses
like tKe blackout which occured after; making their way into the performance
each short movement phrase. I felt as if throughout the night.
this broke the piece up and did not alLooking back, I think that they should
low the momentum of him being caught have been performed seperately because
in a confined area to build up. The per- it was long and required a lot of attenformance was interesting, but frustrat- tion. I do not know if I can necessarily
ing at the same time because all I wanted say that I liked the performance since I
him to do was break out of the confines was disturbed by the eeriness which I
of his square and really set his move- thought was created by the costumes
BY ARIELLE PERRY
Arts Writer

The performances were varied and
unique with a lot to offer, but after about
an hour and a half I was exhausted.
ments free.
Next came cell, created and directed
by KC Chun and performed by six student dancers. I had seen a good portion
of the piece a couple of weeks earlier
when Chun and her dancers showcased
it in the "Studio 47" series. I was impressed with it then, and enjoyed it even
more this time around. The dancers
seemed to be more in synch with one
another, and the added space and lighting created a totally different atmosphere. The piece had an overall calming
effect on me which was created by the
slow fluid movements. The repetition of
most movements also added to the
power of the piece. The dancers were
able to explore all levels of movement
within themselves, and with each other.
The culmination of this was a beautiful
exhibition of all that is natural and
earthy which was also depicted through
the colors of the costumes, blue and
brown—earth tones. The slow steady
movements along the floor, and the passing of dancers through each others space,
kept the performance grounded in its
representation.
For the most part, I enjoyed the first
three performances, but I was ready to
see some action. The next thing I knew,
the drums were pounding and the African songs were being sung. The African
dance class along with choreographer
and professor Abdoulaye Sylla per-

and facial expressions of the dancers.
They seemed somewhat distant and out
in a little world of their own. In fact, at
times I felt as if I was watching a show
that was staged on the moon. The movements of the dancers seemed to be exaggerated actions of everyday habits such
as lacing and unlacing shoes, or in this
case roller skates.
This one performance alone had
many components to it and my most favorite part is when the dancers stood in
two squares and just spoke dialogue on
stage. I find it wonderful to watch because they were all so focused and intent
on their mission. This focus carried
throughout the entire piece and adds to
what Karen Bacon calls "Experiential
Art, which may be viewed like a painting or sculpture, but with the understanding that it changes over time".
Although I thought that the performance was a bit too lengthy, I enjoyed it
because it was different from anything
else I had ever seen.
Overall, I enjoyed this years Spring
Festival of Dance and Performance and
I am glad I had a chance to see it. The
pieces were all so varied and intricate
that I think they offered something for
everyone. The combination of Modern
dance, African dance and Experiential
Art added a unique flare to this years
show.

•
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Spring Bands Gave Trinity A Chance To Let Go
Eclectic Bands Grace The Science Quad For This Year's Concert
ended with a mass exodus once it was
over. They went on for a while, giving
the crowd the stress release it needed after a week of insanity. By this point most

•
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It was strange coming back to classes
on Monday. After the weekend some students were still suffering form hangovers, random broken body parts and a

Blessed by a beautiful day, Trinity students eagerly
rushed to South Campus for a fun filled day of music
and alternative beverages.

J
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of the crowd was either passed out or
grubbing out on the Main Quad at
Marriot's annual cookout.

great deal of sore throats. Trinity had a
beautiful Spring Weekend and can hope
for similar weather next year.

iliilSJ/ J l

HUGS

Trinity's Accidentals Give Barenaked Ladies a taste of their own USA HARRISON
music as they performed their A cappella version of Hello City to
members of the band.

BY JAVIER CHACIN

Arts Editor
This past weekend, on the Life Sciences Quad, three very different groups
got on stage and played to a studentfilled lawn. Blessed by a beautiful day,
Trinity students eagerly rushed to South
Campus for a fun filled day of music and
alternative beverages. Some students
were in anticipation of the guest bands
for some time although Trinity College
Activities Council (TCAC) only officially released the information last week.
• M «The< fines'1
La Sol, was expected at 1:30pm, but dril_
actually arrived on stage closer to 2. As
they began their set it became more and
more apparent that they were talking
more than singing. De La Sol went ahead
and described their recording history to
the crowd, not getting a chance to sing
many songs. Just when you thought the
group would break into one of their
songs they invited members from the
audience to get up on stage and sing
along. Although they didn't sing "Me
myself and I," their big 80's hit song, they
did sing "It's So Easy" and "Long Island"
among others.
As the crowd became more and more
intoxicated they behavior became less
mature. With throwing beach balls at
the bands and spraying beer on the
crowd it was surprising that the bands
continued performing as they did.
After De La Sol's 45 minute concert
the stage was set for the second band that

afternoon, Barenaked Ladies, which
shared top billing status with Violent
Femmes. The Ladies opened with "Her
Life In A Nutshell" which quickly drew
Trinity students toward the stage. They
sang many songs of their latest album,
Born On A Pirate Ship, but did not loose
sight of their older material such as the
opening song, "Hello City" and their
trademark tune "If I Had $1,000,000."
They also sang their newest hit song "Old
Apartment", whose video was produced
by 90210's Jason Priestly.
After various comic asides, including one about a cloud of black smoke rising above the campus, the band created
an original song, "Bra-strap," about their
encounters at bad fake wedding in
downtown Hartford. They finished their
set with a soulful rendition of Andrew
Lloyd Webber's "Memory" from Cats
which lead into a funky medley ranging
from "Just a Friend" to the Spice Girls' "If
You Want To Be My Lover." They gave a
fun filled and entertaining concert enjoyed by the crowd.
Following their concert the Trinity
College's Accidentals were invited back-

stage to sing their A cappella version of
the Barenaked Ladies' "Hello City". The
band was very impressed at the arrangement of their song and congratulated the
group. Ed Robertson, the lead guitarist,
was quoted as saying, "That was great!
You guys just made up for a lot of
drunken assholes."
The third band of the afternoon
graced the campus with their heavy
music. The Violent Femmes mostly sang
their newest material The one song the
whole campus knew, Blister in The Sun,
caused a mad rush towards the stage but

Before and after "Blister in the Sun."

AMYSCHAOKLEFORD

Their
Last Concert Of The Year

Members of After Dark at last years concert. This year they dressed the
same, and sang at the same place but there were a couple of different
people there. Go figure.

FILE PHOTO

Last Friday, as the campus was getting ready for a
weekend to remember, After Dark performed
their last concert of the year. The audience bid
the seniors in the group goodbye as they go off to
start their lives in the big, bad world. Two new
songs were premiered for those present, and will
be heard again at their graduation concert the
Saturday before commencement .

-
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Men's Tennis Nets Second Straight Winning Season
BY Liz ALEXANDER

Sports Writer

The Trinity Men's Tennis
team has just about completed
their season. This past week
they came in 8th out of 11
schools in the NESCAC Men's
Tennis Championship and suffered a loss to Connecticut College. With one regular season
match left it looks like the team
will end their season one win
shy of tying the College record
for victories. They are now 9-5
which secures them with a second winning season in a row.
Before last season the men's last
season above .500 was back in
1984, so this is a great accomplishment for 3rd year Head
Coach Paul Assaiante and his
team. They have begun a historic effort to make tennis a year
round sport at Trinity.
Last Friday the Bantams travelled up to Amherst to participate in the NESCAC Men's
Tennis Championship. Coach
Assaiante had mixed feelings on
the weekend, "I feel like we
played ok, but not great. We
have a young team so for many
of them it was their first
NESCACs. Perhaps next year
we will be able to have a stronger showing with this experience under our belts." Trinity
played many schools and only
a few were teams that they had
played this season, but they
handled themselves well and
won matches over Colby, Bates,
and Middlebury.
Individually in the tournament the Bantams collected

with 6th place, one point ahead
of Trinity which shows how
close the standings were in the
middle. Williams College took
the NESCAC title for the fourth
season in a row.
Last Tuesday Connecticut
College beat the Bantams 5-2 in
New London. The improved
play by the middle line-up players from Connecticut College
stunned the Trinity players. In
the loss, Stringer and Sharnoff
pulled off impressive victories
with some gritty play. Stringer
defeated Gian Giordano 6-7,62,6-3, while Sharnoff bounced
back to beat Jeremy Brooks 1-6,
6-1,6-2.
Freshman Matt Sharnoff,
playing at #2, now has the most
wins on the team with a record
of 9-5. Peter Greenberg '98 has
also been very consistent playing in the #6 spot with a regular season record of 8-3. In
KATIE KURZ
Phil Warner '98 and Alex Valente '00 face off against
doubles the Bantams have
Springfield College in the Field House.
played extremely tough. In
regular season play Stringer/
team points in the main and rounds of play were placed in second round, but they ended Quick are 9-3, Sharnoff/
consolation draws. In the main the singles consolation draw. up losing to Wesleyan there. Wohlford are 8-4, and Warner/
draw #1 Co-Captain Tim Trinity blew away their compe- Sharnoff and Steve Wolhford Valente are 9-3.
Stringer '98 advanced to the 2nd tition here. #2 Matt Sharnoff '00 '00 made up the #2 doubles
The men will finish their searound by beating Matt Jacoby of won the second singles conso- team in the Tournament which son by playing #1 Williams Col-"
Colby 76, 6-1 before losing to lation tournament by beating a won a round over Colby while lege today at 4:15 in
Clem Dobbins of Bowdin 6-1,6- player from Middlebury. Co- #3 Warner/Valente needed Williamstown, MA. Even if the
4. #3 Alex Valente '00 beat Dave Captain #5 Phil Warner '98 won three sets to dispose of Bates. In Bantams pull off the upset they
Carlson of Bates 6-1, 6-0 in his division of the consolation the second round they lost to will fall one game short of the
round one and lost in the sec- by beating Bowdin in the finals, Tufts (3-6, 7-5, 6-2) and Will- team record for wins. However,
ond round to Adam DeMezza of and #4 Matt Hebert '98 also iams (6-2,6-2) respectively.
the Bantams would like nothTufts in a close match 6-4, 7-5. won his.
In the team standings they ing more than letting Williams
Also on the main draw #6 Pete
In the doubles draws Trinity dropped two spots from their know there will be a battle for
Greenberg advanced to round came in with very impressive performance last season, put- #1 next seas3n: TheTeiKitas
two due to his win over Mike records. The #1 team of Stringer ting them in 8th place. also planned an awards dinner
Ferrari from Bates, but he fell to and Preston Quick '00 entered Middlebury finished only a half for later in the week when next
Williams in the next round. •
the tournament with a. 9-3 a point ahead of the Bantams year's captains will be anPlayers who Ib'st'iri early record which let them bye to the while Wesleyan went'home nounced.

Look For Us On
Campus

WHEN FINALS ARE OVER,

SHIPPING, BOXES & SUPPLIES
AT THE MATHER CAMPUS CENTER
April29-MayZ&May5-9
10:00 am-5:00 pm
STORAGE PROGRAM
Pick-up Schedule: Same as shipping
Return Schedule: Aug. 31-Sept 3,1997

"*"""£'

PRICING
1 Box-$75
Each Add'l - $15
2 Boxes - $115
Trunk - $90
3 Boxes-$135
Refrigerator - $95
4 Boxes-$150
Furniture - quote
Insurance Available
ATTENTION SENIORS
We will be back on campus after Senior Week
on Friday, May 16 and Monday, May 19
offering packaging and shipping services. In
addition, our MBE centers will have extended
hours Graduation Weekend on Saturday from
9:30-4:00.

THE CRAMMING BEGINS.
Save time and energy, Bring everything
down to Mail Boxes Etc® and let'us pack
it all up and ship it home.
And remember that when it conies to pacldng
and shipping unusual items, .no owe is more
knowledgeable than your nearby MBE,
UPS Authorized Shipping Outlet

M A E BOXES ETC

BISHOPS CORNER
41 Crossroads i'taa
860 231-0037 •
&
BOULEVARD SWOPS
1028 Boulevard
860 232-2167
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Trinity Varsity Crew Gets Lost In The Wake
BY KATIE KURZ

Sports Editor

On a gorgeous sunny Saturday morning, Trinity's Crews
loaded the boats on the trailer
and. headed up to Lake
Quinsigamond in Worcester,
Massachusetts. The crews were
anxiously awaiting their various races as the other crews
drove into the lakeside park.
Both the men and women were
going up against their strong rivals Wesleyan University, Connecticut College and Worcester
Polytechnical Institute.
The Varsity Eights had a tremendously difficult time fighting off their opponents, even
with the strong tailwinds in
their favor. Neither the men or
women could come away with
the victory. These crews need to
put every effort into their practices this week, as they train for
New England Championships.
The Varsity Lightweight Four
had another triumphant Saturday regatta. Last weekend they
dominated the crews on the
Schuykill River in Philadelphia
and they did the same on
Quinsigamond this past Saturday. Tanya Dickey '98 coxed the
four lights: Andrew Bartle '99,
Etienne LaBailey '99, Bob
Deegan '99 and Steve Colgate
"99.
The First Novice Women's
boat continued along their undefeated streak as they snuck
the win away from their competitors.
Coxswain Kate
Weingartner '00 led her rowers

The Second Varstiy Women push off to launch

KAT1EKURZ

for their race on Lake Quinsigamond.

through a strong course, but
rowers Carrie Rorer '00, Kelly
Johnson '00, Issac Bohannon
'00, Bertien van Baak '00, Erica
Vassilos '00, Emily Polito '00,
Elisabeth Healey '00 and Elizabeth Shaw '00 were down until
the last 500 meters of the sprint.
Yet the girls found the needed
energy for their last power
thirty and picked it up and
crossed the finish line just 0.73
seconds in front of the other
boats.
The Second Novice Women

continued on the same path,
beating Wesleyan and Connecticut College. Coach Erica
Schwab changed their boat arrangements around though; she
split the boat into two
coxswained fours. Schwab was
slightly hesitant about the race,
since her girls had only been
practicing in the fours for three
days. Meanwhile her crews dissolved those worries by handily
beating Wesleyan by approximately ten seconds and fifteen
seconds over Connecticut Col-

lege. The real competition was
seen among the two Trinity
crews. The boat that took the
gold was stroked by Ally
Hurder '98, Caroline Nonna '00,
Rachel Zimman '00, Christy
James and bow-loaded coxswain Cindy Koenig '00. The
second boat was just three seats
off the first one; Amy Shown
'00, Carry Buckman, Steph
Harmon, Nisie Van de Kamp '00
rowed this shell with Dickey as
their coxswain. This boat
caught ajarge crab right of f tVie

start, yet they were able to make
a strong recovery. Schwab
couldn't be more excited for her
women as they proceed along
this winning season and only
hopes for more races like this in
the future.
With the latest statistics
posted showing Trinity's Novice
Heavyweights seeded number
two behind Boston College,
coach Eliot Repko has had a lot
of reasons to smile. The heavies slaughtered WPI and
Wesleyan on the race course,
coming in seven seconds before
WPI and eleven seconds before
Wesleyan. Their coxswain Dan
Hughes '99 commanded stroke
Mikko Auvinen '00, Jeff
Gilbreth '00, Gus Poole '00, Tim
Godfrey '00, Ryan Young '00,
Dylan Rogers '00, Greg Kern '00,
and Caleb Sayan '00 through
this 2000 meter sprint. The
Novice Lightweights had similar results for their race, dominating over their competition.
The Bantams will be rowing
against a majority of the New
England colleges this weekend
in the New England Championships. This Saturday regatta
will last the entire day, where
the crews will race in preliminary heats to qualify for the afternoon finals.
All of the crews are looking
for their best performance yet;
the boats must qualify in these
sprints to be selected for Champions Regatta, which will take
place the following weekend in
Atlanta, Georgia on the race
course of the 1996 Summer
Olympics.

For Track And Field It's Miller Time!
BY YOLANDA FLAMINO

Sports Writer

This past weekend the track
and field teams traveled to
Middlebury, VT to compete
against all other league schools
in the NESCAC Championships. A number of competitors
performed well, allowing the
men's team to place fifth and
the women to finish seventh. A
few individuals, however, significantly stood apart from the
competition.
On the men's team, Junior
Benjamin Appleyard ran an excellent 1500 meter race, finishing with a time of 4:04 minutes.
This time placed Appleyard in
a scoring position, allowing him
KATIE KURZ
to add to the team score.
The Trinity Women's Track team, shown above, took their time gearing up for
Another distance runner the NESCAC Championships.
who excelled was Eric Lavigne
after
098). Lavigne ran the 10,000 tion. Senior captain, Jonathan McShane received the baton. was accomplished
meter (6.2 miles) race on Satur- Karp, commented on this inci- McShane then ran a smooth Mendell ran an excellent leg of
day evening. Despite the stiff dent, stating, "It's a shame that quarter, fighting off the com- the 4X800, where she also had
breeze and the dropping tem- this happened to him. He has petitors in the final stretch to a split PR.
Despite,these achievements
perature, Lavigne held on to a really excelled all season, al- give the team a first place finish
scoring position and finished most mastering stage one. But, in their heat, which placed by a number of athletes it was
senior captain Michelle Miller
with a time which marked a he should be able to be compete them sixth overall
On the women's side, sopho- who stole the show. On Saturpersonal record by 40'seconds. again before the end of the seamore thrower Beth Doran per- day, Miller qualified for the 100,
A number of sprinters also son, which is a plus."
The men's 4x400 meter relay formed excellently. She scored 100 hurdles and 200 meter fisignificantly contributed to the
men's score. On Saturday, fresh- team rounded out the day in both the discus and the ham- nals. In doing so, she also automen standout, Peter Young, nicely finishing in sixth place mer, but the most notable matically qualified for the 100
qualified for both, the 100 and with a time of 3:30 minutes, a achievement was her marked meter hurdle race at the NCAA
200 meter finals, which were to personal record. The team con- improvement in the discus, meet, which will be held in
take place Sunday. Young, who sisted of James Wright ('00), throwing a personal best by Wisconsin in late May.
Miller's accomplishments do
appeared to be in excellent form David Aucoin ('98), David over 20 feet and qualifying for
not stop there, though. Early
on Saturday, took to the track Jewett 099), and Matthew NewEnglands.
On the track another sopho- Sunday morning, Miller began
with confidence on Sunday, an- McShane 099).
Wright got the relay off to a more also stood out. Kimberly her day by anchoring the scorchoring the scoring 4x100 relay.
However, three-fourths of the good start as he lead his leg in Mendell ran an excellent 3000 ing 4x100 meter relay, helping
way into the 100 meter final, their heat. Although no single meter race, allowing her to fin- the team to a 51.7 second time.
Young strained his quadracep, runner lost much ground, the ish in scoring position and also This was later followed by
taking him out of the competi- lead seemed to be narrowing as achieve a personal best. This Miller's specialty, the 100 meter

hurdle finals.
Despite the tough competition, Miller easily won the race
with a time of 11.7 seconds.
Soon after this race, the 100 finals took to the track. Here,
" Miller faced her toughest competition of the day. Lined up
next to her was her rival from
Williams, who was the favorite
for this race.
As the gun went off, Miller
exploded out of the blocks and
maintained her momentum.
Just past the half-way mark,
Miller edged up to the Williams
sprinter. They momentarily ran
side by side, but Miller was able
to quicken her turn over and
win the race.
The day was only half clone
for Miller, though, as she had
two more races to compete in.
In the 200 meter race, another
battle ensued and Miller was
able to grab a convincing second place finish.
•• ,
Then, in the last women's
track event of: the day, Miller
was lead-off leg of the 4X400
relay, which finished six th overall. These accomplishments did
not go unnoticed as Miller was
voted most outstanding female
athlete of. the NESCAC Championship meet by the attending
coaches.
Congratulations to Michelle
on her accomplishments and to
the teams on a successful conference meet.
The Bantams hope to continue to excel as the men travel
to Springfield College for an invitational meet and the women
travel to Tufts University for the
New England Division III
Championships.
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Trinity Announces 1997 Athletic Award Winners
Seniors Michael Poremba And Marjory Waldman Take Top Annual Awards
Modzelewski, a senior and
Plant, a junior, are both members of the swimming and diving team and are this year's
recipients of the Bartlett Award,
which annually honors a male
and female student who have
combined excellence in athletics with devotion to community
and/or campus service.

BY AL CARBONE

Sports Information Director

The Trinity College Athletic
Department announced the
winners of this year's Special
Athletic Honors at a reception
held today, April 28, on the
Hartford campus.
Trinity College President,
Evan S. Dobelle, was the master of ceremonies, while the
athletes received their awards
from their individual coaches
and Athletic Director Richard
J. Hazelton. The winners are as
follows:
George Sheldon McCook Trop_hy.
Michael Poremba of
Wilbraham, Mass. earned this
award, which is annually given
to the senior male who exhibits diligence, conscientiousness,
manliness, courtesy, self-control, and honor at all times, especially in athletic contests.
This is the most prestigious
award that a male athlete can
earn at Trinity. A co-captain his
senior year, Poremba was a
three-year starter on the highly
successful Trinity football team
and was a First Team All-NESCAC and All-ECAC New
England linebacker for the 1996
Bantam gridders, who finished
7-1 and tied for the NESCAC
Championship.
Trinity Club of Hartford
A w a r d -
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Marjory Waldman of
Slingerland, NY was honored
with this award, which is the
most coveted award that a female athlete can earn while at
Trinity. The winner must be a
senior woman of good scholastic standing and with distinction in athletics.
She must have shown diligence and conscientiousness in
drill, training, discipline, as
well as dependability in practice, courtesy, self-control, uprightness,'
and
honor.
Waldman,
a
four-year

Larry Silver Award
Robert Goldsmith of Brooklyn, New York was honored
with this award, which goes
annually to the student who, by
vote of the Athletic Department
staff, has contributed most to
the Trinity athletic program as
a non-player. A sophomore,
Goldsmith has been the team
manager for the Trinity men's
squash and tennis programs for
the last two years.

THOM BACK

Student-Athlete winners gather at President Dobelle's house for a reception.

.letterwinner in field hockey
and lacrosse, was a NFHCA
Third Team All-American last
fall for the 11-5 field hockey
team, which earned a NCAA
tournament berth, and is currently an All-American candidate for the #4-ranked women's
lacrosse team.
Student-Athlete
ECAC
Award
Joseph P. DeAngelis of
Springfield, Mass, was honored
with this award, which is presented annually to the senior
male who is voted the most outstanding in athletics and scholarship.
The Bob.Harron Award winner last year, DeAngelis, a
letterwinner in football and
track, is a chemistry major with
an impressive 4.01 gradepoint
average.
Among his numerous accolades, DeAngelis was a First
Team GTE/CoSID A College Division Football Academic AllAmerican in 1996.

Susan E. Martin Award
Katherine W. Altshul of New
Haven, Cona is the recipient of
the Martin Award this year,
which is presented annually to
the senior woman who has
combined excellence on the
fields of competition with excellence in the classroom.
Altshul,
a
four-year
letterwinner on the field
hockey team, is an art history
major with an impressive 3.75
grade pointaverage. Last year,
Altshul was the recipient of the
Board of Fellows Award that is
given to the top junior female
student-athlete.

BY MARKUS TOWNSEND

Sports Writer

Last Tuesday, the Women's
Softball team faced off against
Teikyo Post and had a difficult
5-3 loss. The Bantams took a 21 lead as they went into the bottom of the third inning.
Yet Teikyo Post managed to
score two runs in the bottom of
the third, enabling them to go
ahead 3-2. The Bantams didn't
give up the fight easily; they
gathered another run in the seventh inning, but it wasn't
enough to get back the lead they
once had.
Freshman Jen Stratton
picked up the loss, giving her a
0-5 record on the season. Coach
Vandermeer commented, "Jen
had some control problems today...and when their bats cooled
off, we couldn't turn ours on."
On Saturday, the Bantams
played a doubleheader against
Williams College. The Bantams
lost the first game 8-2. Junior
Kirsten Graham picked up the
loss, making her record for the
spring seasonl-9.
Coach

Board of Fellows Award
The Board of Fellows Award
is presented to the junior
woman who is voted most outstanding in athletics and scholarship. This year, there are two
winners.
Anna Norland of Canton,
Conn.
Norland is a three-year
letterwinner on both the field
hockey and softball teams. A
biology major, Norland sports a
3.483 grade-point average.
Jennifer
Halstead of
Woodbridge, Conn.
A letterwinner on the
women's crew team, Haldstead
is a neuroscience major with an
impressive 3.547 grade point
average.

Blanket Awards

awarded for nine varsity letters
in three different varsity sports.
Charles W. Baker
4 Cross Country, 4 Indoor Track,
4 Outdoor Track
Joseph DeAngelis
1 Football, 4 Indoor, Track, 4
Outdoor Track
Alyson E. Guild
Boh Harron Award
4 Soccer, 4 Swimming, 4 OutBenjamin S. Appleyard of
door Track
Falmouth, Mass, received this
Robert W.Johnson
award as a result of his excel4 Cross Country, 3 Swimming,
lence in both athletics and aca3 Outdoor Track
demics. It is presented annually
Jill A. Romano
4
to the junior male who is voted
Robert R. Bartlett Awards
Cross Country, 3 Indoor Track,
most outstanding in athletics
Margaret Modzelewski of 3 Outdoor Track
and scholarship. Appleyard is a Springfield, Mass.
Marjory K. Waldman 4
letterwinner on the the cross
Timothy Plant of Avon, Field Hockey, 1 Ice Hockey, 4
country and track teams. An Conn.
Lacrosse

Mooradian Leads Softball
Vandermeer said, "Kirsten
pitched a solid game. She gave
us the oppor tuni ty to stay in the
game. But we have not backed
her offensively or defensively.
Her record is a reflection of us
not giving her much support."
The Bantams were able to
score two runs in the fourth inning to put them on the
Scoreboard. Junior Tara Hanlon
led the inning off with a triple.
Freshman Beth Mooradian
then reached first base after an
error. This error put Hanlon on
the Scoreboard. Mooradian
scored on a hit by sophomore
Emily Clarke, after advancing
to third base after a hit by junior Ali McBride.
In the second game of the
doubleheader, the Bantams took
a hit and were down to the
Purple Cows 2-1 at the bottom
of the seventh. Junior Anna
Norland's hit put the tieing run
on base. The next batter,
Hanlon added another hit.
With runners on first and third
bases, Mooradian hit a single to
bring Norland in to score. This
would tie the game at 2-2, sending it into extra innings.

English major, Appleyard sports
a grade point average of 3.630.

The Trinity Bantam Award
Dr. Mark W. IzardTMD of
Hartford, Conn, will be given
the 1996 Bantam Award, which
is presented annually to a nonstudent who has made a distinguished contribution to the
Trinity sports program. Dr.
Izard is the Director of Health
Services for Trinity College. He
has served Trinity and its students since 1963.

The Bantams would go on to
lose the game 3-2 in the eighth
inning. Coach Vandermeer
commented, "We had all the
chances to win, but it looks like
we are afraid to put a team away
sometimes." Mooradian picked
up the loss, making her record
5-4, on the season.
Mooradian was named this
week's NESCAC softball player
of the week. Last week,
Mooradian went 7 for 14 with
two home runs and seven RBI.
Mooradian leads the team batting 0.389 with two home runs
and nine RBI this season.
She also leads the team with
a record of 5-4 and an ERA of
3.08 with 37 strikeouts. Having
been named softball player of
the week, Mooradian commented, "I was very surprised,
and very happy at the same
time. I was also happy about the
way my teammates reacted.
This means a lot to me as a
freshman."
The Bantams have four games
remaining this season. This
weekend they will play home
doubleheaders against Colby on
Saturday and Bates on Sunday.

Lacrosse Beats
Amherst
added two goals. The defense
continued from page 24

critical for improving the Bantams chances in earning a
NCAA playoff berth.
The Bantams started out
poorly and seemed out of
synch. Despite trailing 7-8 at
the half, Trinity showed tremendous pride in a tough 1311 come-from-behind win In
the last regular season, home
game.
As Martmelli stated, "It came
down to who wanted it more,

was also superb, anchored by
Derosier's effort in goal. She
played all sixty minutes and
recorded eleven key saves.
With the dramatic defeat of
Amherst, the Bantams improved to a 10-2 record and
look primed for post-season
play. Despite the disappointing loss to Middlebuvy, the
Bantams still seem shoe-ins
for post-season play.
The Bantams can put the
finishing touches on the regu-

"/f came down to who wanted It more,
and we came out on top"
-len Martinelti
and we came out on top", Just
as she had the-previous game,
Dorothy Cavanagh'991ed the
offensive attack with four
goals.
•
The win was- again an all
around team effort, as four
Bantams scored at least twice,
Ashley Kaowles'98 netted
ttiree goals, while Whitney
Scarlett '99Jory Waldman '97,
and Nancy Dtyyer,'!J9 each

lav season this Saturday as
they visit NESCAC opponent
; BowdoirtColkgein Maine, After grappling with the Polar
Bear.5, the. Bantams-can tttrnali
• their attention towards the
. postseason.

•

; Hopefully the post season
; will provide the forum for the
Bantams' potent scoring attack to flourish,
. ',-

THIS WEEK
IN BANTAM

Sports Editors' Trivia
In Honor Of Michael Jordan's Mesmorizing 55 Point Performance
In Yesterday's Playoff Game Against The Washington Bullets, This
I Week's Theme is All-Time Great Playoff Performances...

Uordan's Drive
For Fifty-Five
Men's And Women's Varsity Crew
May 3 New England's, Away
Men's Varsity Tennis
Ap ril 29.Williams, Away
Men's Varsity Baseball
May 3 Colby (Double-Reader),
Home
May 4 Bates, Home
Men's Varsity Lacrosse
April 29 Union, Home
May 3 Bowdoin, Away
Women's Varsity Lacrosse
May 3 Bowdoin, Away
Women's Varsity Track And Field
May 3 New England's Division III
Championships At Tufts, Away
Men's Varsity Track And Field
May 3 Pre-Championships at
Springfield College, Away- •
Women's Varsity Softball
Home
May 4 Bates, (Double-Header),
Home

1. What Bronx Bomber hit 4 home-runs during a single game in!
I the 1977 World Series, earning him the nickname "Mr. October?"
2. What Washmgotn Redskins running back holds the record for!
^ajxls£ajjaed-in.4us^
in the 1988 Super!
I.Bbwl?
3. What Pittsburgh Penguin tied the record for most points scored
1
in a single Stanley Cup Playoff game with 8 points(5 goals and 3 as- j
| sists) on April 25,1989?
4.How many times has Michael Jordan broken the 50-point plateau during his NBA Playoff career?
5. Who holds the recod for most 3-point field goals and assists in
I NCAA Tournament play?

If you concentrate on this 3-D image long enough you will be able to find a
special hidden treat Stare at the center of the image without blinking until
the lines blur. Then look immediately to the Crustacean (HintYour image
should have something to do with Lisa Harrison).

\Michelle Miller '9.
^^^ffl^'^^l^1

The General Lee

Miller was named the "Out-\
istandingFemale Athlete" at thisl
hast weekend's 1997 NESCACl
Outdoor Track and Field Cham-l
pionship. Shefinishedfirst inthel
1100 meters(her third NESCACl
\ title in her career), and addedl
I\second-placefinishes in the 2001
\meters and 100 meter highl
\hurdles.Milleralsoqualifiedforl
\the NCAA Division 111 champi-l
lonship to be held at.the Univer-l
\sity of Wisconsin-Lacrosse on\
May 21. It is her third trip to the]
National Championships.
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Baseball Struggles in Quest For Post-Season Birth
BY JIM RODRIGUES

Sports Writer

While most of us were enjoying the bands at Hallapalooza
Saturday afternoon, the Trinity
baseball team was enduring its
worst double header outing of
the season. The Bantams travelled to Williams Saturday, and
dropped both games, losing che
second in eleven innings. The
weekend trip had looked promising after they broke an eight
year losing streak against Eastern Connecticut.
Junior righthander Mike
Chute(3-2, 3.23 ERA) started
the game, beirig relieved by senior Garth Ballantyne(l-4,7.88
ERA) en route to a 2-4 loss.
Only five players were able to
muster hits iri the first game of
the day. The team appeared to
have pulled things together before the second game, but lost it
as well 5-4 in eleven innings.
Adrian Softie '97(3-3,5.49 ERA)

FILE PHOTO

Trinity player grabs for loose ball.
began the game and was replaced by Brendan Moss '00(11,1.80 ERA), the even tual losing
pitcher. RyanShattuck'97(.424,
3HRs, 29 RBI) went 5 for six
with a double and stole two
bases in game two. Kirk
Chisholrn '99C375, 3HRs, 18
RBI) highlighted his 2 for three

effort with his third dinger of
the year.
"Softie, and Moss both
pitched well in the second
game, and we had chances to
win in the seventh and eleventh
innings, but we didn't get it
done. Williams did what they
had to do, and we didn't play

well. It was a long day," commented Coach Bill Decker.
On Wednesday, Eastern Connecticut came to town and
dropped their first game to Trinity during the Decker era.
Brendan Falvey '98 (3-1, 2.43
ERA) pitched 7 1/3 strong innings as the Bants picked up the

5-4 win. Christian Sheehan
'98(333, 2HRs, 9 RBI) came in
for Falvey and pitched 11/3 innings to get his first save of the
season. He also went 2 for 4 in
the game, scoring two runs.
With four games left and a
14-11 record, Trinity is facing a
must win situation. "We must
find out what we're made of
down the stretch this week or
there will be no postseason for
us," said Decker.
With Westfield State away
today, a double header at home
against Colby, and a one game
homestand with Bates on Sunday, Decker feels fairly confident about their chances.
"We've dropped a few games,
but this is one of the finer teams
since I've been here. Overall, it
has been a good experience. "If
we win three this week, I believe
we will be in a tournament.
We're playing one of the top
schedules in New England and
we have to continue to go after
it," he added.

WomersBLacrosse rails to #1 MiddieDury
Goal Snaps Losing Streak
game was not
A „. TUCKER
x
D .. AMANDA
By
Sports Writer

fcv

On Wednesday the Men's Lacrosse team traveled to
NHd'dletbwn to take on the Cardinals of Wesleyan. The team
was able to snap a four game losing streak and bring their
record to 3-7. Prior to the game
Coach Darr had said that he
thought it would come down to
who had the ball last, luckily it
was Steve Baldini '00 who assisted in the fourth quarter on
the game-tying goal and then
scored his first collegiate goal
with 4:55 left in the game.
Captian Hale Everets '97 said
of the game, "We played two extremes, playing the worst and
best lacrosse of our season."
Luckily their best lacrosse came
in the fourth quarter when they
were down by two goals, 10-8.
The Bantams scored three
fourth quarter goals and held
the Cardinals from scoring to
insure the win.
As usual the scoring was
spread out with Johnny
Harrelson '00, Joe Lerner '97,
Evan Levine '99 each having a
goal and an assist. Mike Engel
'00, Julian Song '98, and Andy
Hayes '99 all had an assist, while
Dan Strening '97 and Bobby
Souers'OOeachputin two goals
and one assist. To finish off the
scoring Alex Fleming '00 had
one goal and Joe "Biff" Brantuk
'00 had two goals. Matt Jerry'00
was in the goal and made 19
saves on 40 saves while Trin
took 22 shots on the Wesleyan
goalie.
Andy Hayes said after the
game, "It was not pretty, but we
found a way to win." The game
was also important because
there were players that have not
been the "stars" of games that
really stepped it up when the
team needed it.
Unfortunately the way that
the team played in the last ten

minutes of the game was not
able to carry over to their game
on Saturday against the Camels
of Conn College.
Conn was a preseason pick to
finish in the top of Division 111
and they showed Trinity what
they were made of, defeating
them 11-3. The three lone goals
came from Dan Strening '97 (1)
and Andy Hayes'99 (2). Freshman Bobby Souers who leads
his team in points had two assists.
The team has faced some
tough times in their short
spring schedule, one of the biggest being the loss of their captain Hale Everets C97. Everets
partially tore his ACL over
Spring Break in the Bants first
win of the season against
Franklin & Marshall.
He played some shifts in the
Colby game and then played in
his first full game against
Amherst over a week ago. Hale
ended up completely tearing his
ACL which will require surgery
and takes him off of the field in
this, his last season.
John Harrelson said, "Hale is
not only an inspirational captain but also an inspirational
player and person who is
greatly missed on the field. He
will always be our captain and
his leadership will be counted
in for the rest of the season."
Jake Hunter agreed with his
teammate Harrelson saying,
"Hale's leadership is unmatched." The team elected
new captains to help lead the
team on and off the field; the
team chose Dan Strening'97, Joe
Lerner '97, and Andy Hayes '99.
The team will play Union on
Tuesday and then Bowdoin
away on Saturday. Everets
hopes that the Bantams can create an upset over the Bears to
end their season on a winning
note.
We wish the team and Hale
the best of luck for the rest of
their season.

BY CRAIG MOQQY ANO*-TIM LYNCH

Sports Writers
'Fbr'oiity ilfcueoy
this season, the 'trinity
Women's Lacrosse team was
defeated. After a season opening loss-at the hands of- Will'-' '<
iam Smith College, the
Bantams ran into .#1 ranked
Middlebury College. Traveling
to Northf ield, MA on the campus of the Mt, Hermon School
last Tuesday, the Bantams fell
20-12, dropping to 1-2 when
playing at a neutral site.
With post-season importance and positioning clearly
on the minds of both teams,
this contest created the atmosphere of an NCAA tournament game, Mlddleburycame
out firing, scoring the game's
first five goals and led Trinity
11-3 at the half.
It seemed that the Bantams
were simply outmatched.
GOAT BOY
Dorothy Cavanaugh craddles down
However, displaying'the resilfield
in
a
recent
Bantam
game.
ience and heart which have
made them such a special ning track, heading - into the tenth player in the 23 year
team, the Bantams stormed Saturday's showdown with history of the women's lacrosse
back. The second half was a NESCAC rival and #13 ranked program to score 100 goals.
deadlock as each team scored Amherst. The Bantams ex- This .season she is third on the
9 goals a piece. Whitney ploded with 32 first half goals, Bantams with 40 points, 29
Scarlett '99 and Jory Waldman while allowing only one. '
goals and 11 assists.
l
97 each scored 3 goals as the
Building on their half time
In her career, Martinelli
team saw its eight' game win- lead, the team is 8-0 when lead- ranks tenth on the all-time
ning streak come to an end - ing at the half, Trinity doubled scoring list with 138 points.
Sophomores Nancy Dwyer their score, cruising to a 24-10 She has scored 103 goals and
and Alix Johnston each netted win. 'Leading the attack was dished' off 25 assists,
2 goals, while junior Jen Dorothy Cavanagh '99, the Canvanagh '99 leads the BanMartinelli had a goal and an team's leading goal scores with tams in scoring, this season
assist in the losing effort. a career best 8 goals.
, ,'• with 48 points and a stel lar 40
Martinelli commented on the
Sophomores Nancy Dwyer goals. Classmate Scarlett "99 is
team's performance, "Wedidn't ,and Alix Johnston, added 4 and. right behind her -with 46
click that day. Mfddlebury- 2,goals, respectively, while Jen' points including 17 assists.
pkjwl outstanding, while we KiardneHi '98 continued her
Saturday, the Bantams
probably played the worst we fine play, scoring 4 goals and brought their potent offensive
have all season."
dishing-out 2 assists. Classmate attack home for their showTwo days later, the Bantams Caera Byrnes contributed 2 down with the Lord-Jeffs, A:
regrouped to beat' up on a goals-and an assist, m the net, win against Amherst would be
struggling Sacred Heart team. freshman Katie Dergsier got,
Ths road victory helped the back on track vridrl3 saves.
.See LACROSSE page 22
Bantams get back on the winIn the win, Martinelli became

